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FOREWORD

The Annual Tropical Cyclone Report is
prepared by the staff of the Joint Typhoon
Warning Center (JTWC), a combined Air
Force/Navy organization operating under the
command of the Commanding Officer, U.S.
Naval Pacific Meteorology and Oceanography
Center West (NAVPACMETOCCEN
WEST)/Joint Typhoon Warning Center, Guam.
The JTWC was founded 1 May 1959 when the
Us. Commander-in-Chief Pacific
(US CINCPAC) forces directed that a single
tropical cyclone warning center be established
for the western North Pacific region. The
operations of JTWC are guided by
USCINCPAC Instruction 3140. lV.

The mission of JTWC is multifaceted and
includes:

1. Continuous monitoring of all tropical
weather activity in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres, from 180° east longitude
westward to the east coast of Africa, and the
prompt issuance of appropriate advisories and
alerts when tropical cyclone development is
anticipated.

2. Issuance of warnings on all significant
tropical cyclones in the above area of
responsibility.

3. Determination of requirements for
tropical cyclone reconnaissance and assignment
of appropriate priorities.

4. Post-storm analysis of significant tropical
cyclones occurring within the western North
Pacific and North Indian Oceans,

5. Cooperation with the Naval Research
Laboratory, Monterey, California on operational
evaluation of tropical cyclone models and
forecast aids, and the development of new
techniques to support operational forecast
requirements.

Special thanks to: Captain Donald A.
Mautner for his leadership, Lieutenant Colonel
(Retired) Charles P. Guard for his outstanding

contributions and support to the JTWC over the

past four years; the men and women of the
Alternate Joint Typhoon Warning Center for
standing in for JTWC which was briefly
incapacitated after Guam experienced a
magnitude 8.2 earthquake; Fleet Numerical
Meteorology and Oceanography Center
(FLENUMETOCCEN) for their unfaltering
operational and software support; the Naval
Research Laboratory for its dedicated research
and forecast improvement initiatives; the Air
Force Global Weather Central for continued
satellite support; the 633d Communications
Squadron, Defense Meteorological Satellite
program (DMSP) Site 18 at Nimitz Hill, Gua~
and the Operations and Equipment Support
departments of NAVPACMETOCCEN WEST,
Guam for their high quality support; all the men
and women of the ships and facilities ashore
throughout the JTWC area of responsibility
(AOR), and especially on Guam, who took the
observations that became the basis for our
analyses, forecasts and post analyses; the staff
at National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) National
Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
Service (NESDIS) for their tropical cyclone
position and intensity estimates; the personnel
of Tropical Cyclone Motion-1993 (TCM-93) for
sharing their data and understanding of tropical
cyclones; the personnel of the Pacific Fleet
Audio-Visual Center, Guam for their assistance
in the reproduction of satellite imagery for this
report; the Navy Publications and Printing
Service Branch Office, Guam; Dr. Robert F.
Abbey Jr. and the OffIce of Naval Research for
their support to the University of Guam for the
JTWC Ilesearch Liaisons to JTWC; the
University of Guam Research Liaison’s for their
important contributions to this publication; Dr.
Mark Lander for his training efforts,

suggestions and valuable insights; and, AG3
Dave Hazel and AGAN Andy Grant for their
excellent desktop publishing and graphics.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 1993 tropical season was a
challenging period for the Joint Typhoon
Warning Center, Guam (JTWC). Although the
North Indian Ocean stayed relatively inactive
and the Southern Hemisphere followed
climatology; the western North Pacific was very
active with 38 tropical cyclones. Overall
activity was 15 percent above normal. JTWC
issued 1146 warnings distributed over 280 days.
Multiple-storm scenarios in our 53 million
square mile area were frequent, occurring for 91
days with two or more cyclones and 29 days
with three or more. Det 1, 633 Operational
Support Squadron and the USPACOM Satellite
Reconnaissance Network supported us with
more than 4800 fixes. The 67 storms in the
JTWC area of responsibility represented nearly
80 percent of the world’s tropical, cyclones.

The season highlights included Ed and
Flo’s Fujiwhara confrontation for dominance,
Yancy striking southern Japan as a thirty-year
typhoon, the preponderance of late season
storms bringing a record 20 systems to the
Philippines, the multiple-centered 1100 nautical
mile circulation of Hattie, and the Next
Generation Doppler Weather Radar’s
(NEXRAD) introduction to tropical
meteorology.

Depicted on the cover graphic is
Tropical Storm Ed seen from the Guam
NEXRAD. The highlight of the season for our
local community was that Guam enjoyed a
respite from the five typhoons of 1992,
recording only a single gust of 53 knots.

The JTWC track forecast errors for the
western North Pacific were 112, 213, and 325
nautical miles at the 24, 48, and 72-hour points.
This amounts to four, six, and seven percent
improvements on the fifteen-year averages.
The climatology-persistence model, CL@ER,
trailed JTWC by 15 percent with errors of 129,
245, and 368 nautical miles. Forecast intensity
errors were also better than historical averages
with 10.7, 17.4, and 22.9 knots compared to
12.5, 19.1, and 23.5. Track forecast errors for
the North Indian Ocean and Southern
Hemisphere were also good. The two “well-
behaved” storms in the ~orthem 1.0. resulted in
errors of 125, 198, and 231 nautical miles
representing four, ten, and 30 percent
improvements. Forecast errors on the 27
Southern Hemisphere cyclones were the lowest
in JTWC’S 12-year history of forecasting in the
region at 102 and 199 nautical miles for the 24
and 48-hour forecast points.
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1. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

1.1 GENERAL

The Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC)
provides a variety of routine products and ser-
vices to the organizations within its area of
responsibility (AOR), including:

1.1.1 SIGNIFICANT TROPICAL WEA-
THER ADVISORY — Issued daily or more
frequently as needed, to describe all tropical
disturbances and their potential for further
development during the advisory period. A sep-
arate bulletin is issued for the western Pacific
and the Indian Ocean.

1.1.2 TROPICAL CYCLONE FORMATION
ALERT — Issued in a specified area when
synoptic, satellite, or other germane data indi-
cate that the development of a significant tropi-
cal cyclone is likely within 12 to 24 hours.

1.1.3 TROPICAL CYCLONE/ TROPICAL
DEPRESSION WARNING — Issued periodi-
cally throughout each day to provide forecasts
of position, intensity, and wind distribution for
tropical cyclones in JTWC’S AOR.

1.1.4 PROGNOSTIC REASONING MES-
SAGE — Issued with warnings for tropical
storms, typhoons and super typhoons in the
western North Pacific to discuss the rationale
for the content of the specific JTWC warning.

1.1.5 PRODUCT CHANGES — The con-
tents and availability of the above JTWC prod-
ucts are set forth in US CINCPACINST
3140.1 V. Changes to USCINCPACINST
3140. lV, and JTWC products and services are
proposed and discussed at the Annual Tropical
Cyclone Conference.

1.2 DATA SOURCES

1.2.1 COMPUTER PRODUCTS —
Numerical and statistical guidance are available
from the USN Fleet Numerical Meteorology
and Oceanography Center (FLENUMETOC-
CEN) at Monterey, California. These products
along with selected ones from the National
Meteorological Center (NMC) Suitland
Maryland are received through the Naval
Environmental Data Network (NEDN), the
Naval Environmental Satellite Network
(NESN), and by microcomputer dial-up connec-
tions using military and commercial telephone
lines. Numerical guidance is also received from
international sources as well.

1.2.2 CONVENTIONAL DATA — These data
sets are comprised of land and shipboard sur-
face observations, and enroute meteorological
observations from commercial and military air-
craft (AIREPS ) recorded within six hours of
synoptic times, and cloud-motion winds derived
from satellite data. The conventional data is
hand- and computer-plotted, and hand-analyzed
in the tropics for the surface/gradient and’200-
mb levels. These analyses are prepared twice
daily from 0000Z and 1200Z synoptic data.
Also, FLENUMETOCCEN supplies JTWC
with computer generated analyses and prog-
noses, ffom 0000Z and 1200Z synoptic data, at
the surface, 850-mb, 700-mb, 500-mb, 400-mb,
and 200-mb levels, deep-layer-mean winds,
wind shear, and geopotential height-change
charts.

1.2.3 SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE —
Meteorological satellite imagery recorded at
USAF/USN ground sites and USN ships supply
day and night coverage in JTWC’S AOR.
Interpretation of these satellite data provides
tropical cyclone positions and estimates of cur-
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rent and forecast intensities (Dvorak, 1984).
The USAF tactical satellite sites and Air Force
Global Weather Central (AFGWC) currently
receive and analyze special sensor
microwave/imager (S SM/1) data to provide
locations of tropical cyclones of which the cen-
ter is obscured by cirrus clouds, and estimates
of 35-kt (18 rn/see) wind radii near tropical
cyclones. Use of satellite reconnaissance is dis-
cussed further in section 2.3, Satellite
Reconnaissance Summary.

1.2.4 RADAR RECONNAISSANCE —
Land-based radar obsemations are used to posi-
tion tropical cyclones. Once a well-defined
tropical cyclone moves within the range of
land-based radar sites, radar reports are invalu-
able for determination of position, movement,
and, in the case of Doppler radar, storm struc-
ture and wind information. JTWC’S use of radar
reports during 1993 is discussed in section 2.4,
Radar Reconnaissance Summary.

1.2.5 AIRCRAFT RECONNAISSANCE —
Until the summer of 1987, dedicated aircraft
reconnaissance was used routinely to locate and
determine the wind structure of tropical
cyclones. Now, aircraft fixes are only available
via radar reports from transiting jet aircraft or
from weather reconnaissance aircraft involved
in tropical cyclone research missions. Six fixes
were received from aircraft supporting the
Tropical Cyclone Motion-1993 (TCM-93)
experiment.

1.2.6 DRIFTING METEOROLOGICAL
BUOYS — In 1989, the Commander, Naval
Meteorology and Oceanography Command
(COMNAVMETOCCOM) put its Integrated
Drifting Buoy Plan (1989- 1994) into action to
meet US CINCPACFLT requirements that
included tropical cyclone warning support. In
1993, 19 drifting buoys, which included 16
mini-meteorological (MINI-MET) and three
larger TOGA buoys, were deployed during the

WESTPAC tropical cyclone season by a Naval
Oceanographic Office-contracted C-130 air-
craft.

These buoys transmit data to National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) Television and Infrared Operational
Satellite - Next Generation (TIROS-N) polar
orbiting satellites, which in turn both store and
immediately retransmit the data. If the satellite
retransmission can be received by Guam, JTWC
acquires the drifting buoy observations directly
via a Local User’s Terminal (LUT).
Additionally, the data stored aboard the satel-
lites are recovered via Service ARGOS,
processed, and then distributed to operational
centers worldwide over the Global
Telecommunications System (GTS) and
Automated Weather Network (AWN) via the
National Weather Service (NWS)
Telecommunications Gateway in Silver Springs,
Maryland.

1.2.7 AUTOMATED METEOROLOGICAL
OBSERVING STATIONS (AMOS) — Through
a cooperative effort between the COMNAVME-
TOCCOM, the Department of the Interior, and
NOAA/NWS to increase data available for trop-
ical analysis and forecasting, a network of 20
AMOS stations is being installed in the
Micronesia islands (see Tables 1-1 and 1-2).
Previous to this effort, two sites were installed
in the Northern Mariana Islands at Saipan and
Rota through a joint venture between the Navy
and NOAA/NWS. The site at Saipan has since
been moved to Tinian. Since September of
1991, the capability to transmit data via Semite
ARGOS and NOAA polar orbiting satellites has
been available as a backup to regular data trans-
mission to the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES) West, and
more recently for sites to the west of Guam, to
the Japanese Geostationary Meteorological
Satellite (GMS). Upgrades to existing sites are
also being accomplished as the opportunity aris-
es to enable access to the ARGOS-system.

2



Table 1-1 AUTOMATED METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVING STATIONS SUMMARY

S&
Saipan*
Rota
Faraulep**
Enewetak
Ujae**
Pagan
Kosrae
Mili
Oroluk
Pingelap
Ulul
Tinian*

L5u.tim
15.2”N, 145.7*E
14.2*N, 145.2”E

8.1*N, 144.6*E
11.4*N, 162.3*E
8.9”N, 165.8*E

18.l”N, 145.8”E
5.3”N, 163.O”E
6.1°N, 171.8*E
7.6”N, 155.l”E
6.3*N, 160.7”E
8.7*N, 149.7*E

15.O”N, 145.6*E

Ciwim
15D151D2
15D16448
FARP2
ENIP2
UJAP2
PAGP2
KOSP2
MILP2
0RKP2
PIGP2
-----

15D151D2

EM
-----
91221
52005
91251
91365
91222
91355
91377
91343
91352
91328
91231

SYsEm
ARC
ARC
C-MAN/ARGOS
C-MAN/ARGOS
C-MAN
C-MAN/ARGOS
C-MAN/ARGOS
C-MAN
C-MAN
C-MAN/ARGOS
C-MAN/ARGOS
ARC

Mtdkd
1986
1987
1988
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1991
1991
1992
1992

* Saipan site relocated to Tinian and commissioned on 1 June 1992.
** The prototype site on Faraulep was destroyed on 28 November 1991 by Super Typhoon

Owen.
*** Ujae site was destroyed on 18 November 1992 by Super T~hoon Gay.

ARC = Automated Remote Collection system (via GOES West)
C-MAN = Coastal-Marine Automated Network (via GOES West or GMS)
ARGOS = Service ARGOS data collection (via NOAA’s TIROS-N)

Table 1-2 PROPOSED AUTOMATED METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVING STATIONS

&
Pulusuk
Ulithi
Ngulu
Faraulep
Eauripik
Maloelap
Utirik
Satawal
Ujelang
Ebon
Maug

Location
6.5”N, 149.5”E

10.1”N, 139.8*E
8.3*N, 137.5”E
8. l“N, 144.6”E
6.7*N, 143.O”E
8.7”N, 171.2”E

11.2*N, 169.8”E
7.3”N, 147.O”E
9.8”N, 160.9”E
4.6”N, 168.7*E

20.O”N, 145.2”E

Installation
1993
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1996

* Runway construction

** Testing of GMS transmission packages

LkkD!d
Yes*

Yes**

Yes**

Yes**

Yes**

No

No

No

No

No

No

1 I
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JTWC receives data from all AMOS sites via
the AWN under the KWBC bulletin headers
SMPWO1, SIPWO1 and SNPWO1 (SXMY1O
for Tinian and Rota).

1.3 COMMUNICATIONS

Primary communications support is provid-
ed by the Naval Telecommunications Center
(NTCC), Nimitz Hill, a component of the Naval

Computers and Telecommunications Area
Master Station, Western Pacific (NCTAMS
WESTPAC). Communications systems avail-
able to JTWC follow.

1.3.1 AUTOMATED DIGITAL NETWORK
(AUTODIN) — AUTODIN is used for dissemi-
nation of warnings, alerts and other related bul-
letins to Department of Defense (DOD) and
other US Government installations. These mes-
sages are relayed for further transmission over
Navy Fleet Broadcasts, and Coast Guard contin-
uous wave Morse code and voice broadcasts.
AUTODIN messages can be relayed to com-
mercial telecommunications for delivery to non-
DOD users. Inbound message traffic for JTWC
is received via AUTODIN addressed to NAV-
PACMETOCCEN WEST GU//JTWC// or DET
1 6330SS NIMITZ HILL GU//CC//.

1.3.2 AUTOMATED WEATHER NETWORK
(AWN) — The AWN provides weather data
over the Pacific Meteorological Data System
(PACMEDS). The PACMEDS, operational at
JTWC since April 1988, allows Pacific-Theater
agencies to receive weather information at a
1200 baud rate. JTWC uses a software package
called AWNCOM/WINDS on a microcomputer
to send and receive data via the PACMEDS.
This system provides effective storage and
manipulation of the large volume of meteoro-
logical reports available from throughout
JTWC’S vast AOR. Through the AWN, JTWC
has access to data available on the Global Tele-

communications System (GTS). JTWC’S AWN
station identifier is PGTW.

1.3.3 DEFENSE SWITCHED NETWORK
(DSN) — DSN, formerly AUTOVON, is a
worldwide, general purpose, switched telecom-
munications network for the DOD. The net-
work provides a rapid and vital voice link for
JTWC to communicate tropical cyclone infor-
mation to DOD installations. The DSN tele-
phone numbers for JTWC are 344-4224 or 344-
5240.

1.3.4 NAVAL ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
NETWORK (NEDN) — The NEDN is the pri-
mary link to FLENUMETOCCEN to obtain
computer-generated analyses and prognoses. It
is also a backup communications line for
requesting and receiving the objective tropical
cyclone forecast aids from FLENUMETOC-
CEN’S mainframe computers. The NEDN
allows JTWC to communicate directly to the
other COMNAVMETOCCOM Centers around
the world.

1.3.5 PUBLIC DATA NETWORK (PDN) —
A commercial packet switching network that
provides low-speed interactive transmission to
users of FLENUMETOCCEN products. The
PDN is now the primary method for JTWC to
request and receive FLENUMETOCCEN-pro-
duced objective tropical cyclone forecast aids.
The PDN allows direct access of FLENUME-
TOCCEN products via the Automated Tropical
Cyclone Forecast (ATCF) system. The PDN
also serves as an alternate method of obtaining
FLENUMETOCCEN analyses and forecast
fields. Time-sharing Network (TYMNET) is
the contractor providing PDN semices between
FLENUMETOCCEN and JTWC.

1.3.6 DEFENSE DATA NETWORK (DDN)
— The DDN is a DOD computer communica-
tions network utilized to exchange data files.
Because the DDN has links, or gateways, to

4



military information networks, it is frequently
used to exchange data with the research com-
munity. JTWC’S internet address is 26.19.0.250
and its E-mail account is jtops@nocc.navy. roil.
The Det 1, 633d 0SS address is
admin@nocc.navy. roil.

1.3.7 TELEPHONE FACSIMILE — TELE-
FAX provides the capability to rapidly scan and
transmit, or receive, documents over commer-
cial telephone lines or DSN. TELEFAX is used
to disseminate tropical cyclone advisories and
warnings to key agencies on Guam and, in spe-
cial situations, to DOD, other U.S. Government
agencies, and the other Micronesia Islands.
Inbound documents for JTWC are received at
(671) 344-6143, (671) 344-6106 or (671) 344-
4032.

1.3.8 NAVAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATEL-
LITE NETWORK (NESN) — The NESN’S
primary function is to pass satellite data from
the satellite global data base at FLENUME-
TOCCEN to regional centers. Similarly, it can
pass satellite data from NAVPACMETOCCEN
WEST/JTWC to FLENUMETOCCEN or other
regional centers. It also provides a limited
backup for the NEDN.

1.3.9 AIRFIELD FIXED TELECOMMUNI-
CATIONS NETWORK (AFTN) — AFTN was
installed at JTWC in January 1990. Though it
is primarily for the exchange of aviation infor-
mation, weather information and warnings are
also distributed via this network. It also pro-
vides point-to-point communication with other
warning agencies not connected to the AWN or
GTS. JTWC’S AFTN identifier is

PGUMYMYT.

1.3.10 LOCAL USER TERMINAL (LUT) —
JTWC uses a LUT, provided by the Naval
Oceanographic Office, as the primary means of
receiving real-time data from drifting meteoro-

logical buoys and ARGOS-equipped AMOS via
the polar orbiting TIROS-N satellites.

1.3.11 COMPUTER FACSIMILE — The
NAVPACMETOCCEN WEST/JTWC Rapid
Response Team (RRT) uses a microcomputer to
automatically transmit facsimile messages to
agencies on Guam and the Northern Manana
Islands when a tropical cyclone threatens. The
RRT can be reached at (671) 344-7116 or (671)
344-7119.

1.3.12 TELEX — NAVPACMETOCCEN
WEST/JTWC’s address for inbound TELEX
messages is 197873NOCC GU.

1.4 DATA DISPLAYS

1.4.1 NAVAL ENVIRONMENTAL DISPLAY
STATION (NEDS) — The NEDS receives,
processes, stores, displays and prints copies of
FLENUMETOCCEN environmental products.
It drives the fleet facsimile broadcast and can
also be used to generate the requests for objec-
tive tropical cyclone forecast techniques.

1.4.2 AUTOMATED TROPICAL CYCLONE
FORECAST SYSTEM (ATCF) — The ATCF
is an advanced software program that assists the
Typhoon Duty Officer (TDO) in the prepara-
tion, formatting, and dissemination of JTWC’S
products. It cuts message preparation time and
reduces the number of corrections. The ATCF
automatically displays: the working and objec-
tive best tracks; forecasts of track, intensity, and
wind distribution; and, information from com-
puter generated forecast aids and products from
other agencies. It also and computes the myriad
of statistics calculated by JTWC. Links have
been established through a Local Area Network
(LAN) to the NAVPACMETOCCEN WEST
Operations watch team to facilitate the genera-
tion of tropical cyclone warning graphics for the
fleet facsimile broadcasts, for NAVPACME-
TOCCEN WEST’s local metwatch program,
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and for warning products for Micronesia. A intermediate synoptic times and auxiliary
module permits satellite reconnaissance fixes to charts, such as station-time plot diagrams, time-
be input from Det 1, 633d 0SS into the LAN. height cross section charts and pressure-change
Several other modules are still under develop- charts, are analyzed during periods of signifi-
ment including direct links to NTCC, the LUT, cant tropical cyclone activity.
and the AWN.

1.4.3 NAVAL SATELLITE DISPLAY SYS-
TEM (NSDS) — The NSDS functions as a
display of FLENUMETOCCEN-stored Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
imagery and low resolution geostationary
imagery. It is the primary means for JTWC to
directly observe areas of cloudiness in the west-
ern Indian Ocean.

1.4.4 NAVAL SATELLITE DISPLAY SYS-
TEM-GEOSTATIONARY (NSDS-G) — The
NSDS-G is NAVPACMETOCCEN WEST’s pri-
mary geostationary imagery processing and dis-
play system. It can be used to process high res-
olution geostationary imagery for analysis of
tropical cyclone positions and intensity esti-
mates for the western Pacific Ocean should the
the Meteorological Imagery, Data Display, and
Analysis System (MIDDAS) fail.

1.5 ANALYSES

The JTWC TDO routinely performs manual
streamline analyses of composite surface/gradi-
ent-level (3000 ft (914 m)) and upper-tropos-
pheric (centered on the 200-mb level) data for
0000Z and 12002 daily. Manual sea-level pres-
sure analyses concentrating on the mid-latitudes
are available from the NAVPACMETOCCEN
WEST Operations watch team. Computer
analyses of the surface, 925-, 850-, 700-, 500-,
400-, and 200-mb levels, deep-layer-mean
winds, frontal boundaries depiction, 1000-200
mb/400-200 rob/and 700-400 mb wind shear,
500 mb and 700 mb 24-hour height change, and
a variety of other meteorological displays come
from the 00002 and 1200Z FLENUMETOC-
CEN data bases. Additional sectional charts at

L6 FORECAST PROCEDURES

1.6.1 INITIAL POSITIONING — The warn-
ing position is the best estimate of the center of
the surface circulation at synoptic time. It is
estimated from an analysis of all fix information
received from one hour before to one and one-
half hours after that synoptic time. The analysis
is aided by a computer-generated objective best
track scheme that weights fix information based
on its statistical accuracy. The TDO includes
synoptic observations and other information to
adjust the position, testing consistency with the
past direction, speed of movement and the influ-
ence of the different scales of motions. If the
fix data are not available due to reconnaissance
platform malfunction or communication prob-
lems, or are considered unrepresentative, synop-
tic data and/or extrapolation from previous fixes
are used.

1.6.2 TRACK FORECASTING — In prepar-

ing the JTWC official forecast, the TDO evalu-
ates a wide variety of information, and employs
a number of objective and subjective tech-
niques. Because tropical cyclone track forecast-
ing has and continues to require a significant
amount of subjective input from the TDO,
detailed aspects of the forecast-development
process will vary somewhat from TDO to TDO,
particularly with respect to the weight given to
any of the available guidance. JTWC uses a
standardized, three-phase tropical cyclone
motion forecasting process to improve not only
track forecast accuracy, but also intensity fore-
cast accuracy and forecast-to-forecast consisten-
cy.
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1.6.2.1 Field Analysis Phase — Navy
Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction
System (NOGAPS) analyses and prognoses at
various levels are evaluated for position, devel-
opment, and movement of not only the tropical
cyclone, but also relevant synoptic features such
as: 1) subtropical ridge circulations, 2) mid-lati-
tude short/long-wave troughs and associated
weaknesses in the subtropical ridge, 3) monsoon
surges, 4) influences of cyclonic cells in the
Tropical Upper-Tropospheric Trough (TUTI’),
5) other tropical cyclones, and 6) the distrib-
ution of sea surface temperature. This process
permits the TDO to develop an initial impres-
sion of the environmental steering influences to
which the tropical cyclone is and will be sub-
jected to as depicted by NOGAPS. The
NOGAPS analyses are then compared to the
hand-plotted and analyzed charts prepared by
the TDO and to the latest satellite imagery in
order to determine how well the NOGAPS-ini-
tialization process has conformed to the avail-
able synoptic data, and how well the resultant
analysis fields agree with the synoptic situation
inferred from the imagery. Finally, the TDO
compares both the computer and hand-analyzed
charts to monthly climatology in order to make
a preliminary determination of to what degree
the tropical cyclone is, and will continue to be,
subjected to a climatological or nonclimatologi-
cal synoptic environment. Noting latitudinal and
longitudinal displacements of subtropical ridge
and long-wave midlatitude features is of partic-
ular importance, and will partially determine the
relative weights given to climatologically - or
dynamically-based objective forecast guidance.

1.6.2.2 Objective Techniques Analysis Phase
— After displaying the latest set of forecasts
given by JTWC’S suite of objective techniques,
the TDO then evaluates the pattern produced by
the set of forecasts according to the following
principles. First, the degree to which the current
situation is considered to be, and will continue
to be, climatological is further refined by com-

paring the forecasts of the climatology-based
objective techniques, dynamically-based tech-
niques, and past motion of the present storm.
This assessment partially determines the relative
weighting given the different classes of objec-
tive techniques. Second, the spread of the pat-
tern determined by the set of objective forecasts
is used to provide a measure of the predictabili-
ty of subsequent motion, and the advisability of
including a moderate probability alternate fore-
cast scenario in the prognostic reasoning mes-
sage or warning (outside the western North
Pacific). The directional spread of the objective
techniques pattern is typically small well-before
or well-after recurvature (providing high fore-
cast confidence), and is typically large near the
decision-point of recurvature or non-recurva-
ture, or during a quasi-stationary or erratic
movement phase. A large spread increases the
likelihood of alternate forecast scenarios.

1.6.2.3 Construct Forecast Phase — The TDO
then constructs the JTWC official forecast giv-
ing due consideration to the: 1) extent to which
the synoptic situation is, and is expected to
remain, climatological; 2) past statistical perfor-
mance of the various objective techniques on
the current storm; and, 3) known properties of
individual objective techniques given the pre-
sent synoptic situation or geographic location.
The following guidance for weighting the
objective techniques is applied:

a) Weight persistence strongly in the first 12
to 24 hours of the forecast period.

b) Give significant weight to the last JTWC
forecast at all forecast times, unless there is sig-
nificant evidence to warrant a departure, (Also
consider the latest forecasts from regional war-
ningcenters, if applicable.)

c) Give more weight to the techniques that
have been performing well on the current tropi-
cal cyclone and/or are expected to perform well
in the current and anticipated synoptic situa-
tions.

d) Stay within the “envelope” determined by
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the spread of objective techniques forecasts
unless there is a strong specific reason for not
doing so (e.g.. all objective forecasts start out at
a significant angle relative to past motion of the
current tropical cyclone).

1.6.3 INTENSITY FORECASTING — The
empirical] y derived Dvorak (1984) technique is
used as a first guess for the intensity forecast.
The TDO then adjusts the forecast after evaluat-
ing climatology and the synoptic situation. An
interactive conditional climatology scheme
allows the TDO to define a situation similar to
the system being forecast in terms of location,
time of year, current intensity, and intensity
trend. Synoptic influences such as the location
of major troughs and ridges, and the position
and intensity of the TUTT all play a large part
in intensifying or weakening a tropical cyclone.
JTWC incorporates a checklist into the intensity
forecast procedure. Such criteria as upper-level
outfiow patterns, neutral points, sea-surface
temperatures, enhanced monsoonal or cross-
equatorial flow, and vertical wind shear are
evaluated for their tendency to enhance or
inhibit normal development, and are incorporat-
ed into the intensity forecast process through
locally developed thumb rules. In addition to

climatology and synoptic influences, the first
guess is modified for interactions with land,
with other tropical cyclones, and with extratrop-
ical features. Climatological and statistical
methods are also used to assess the potential for
rapid intensification (Mundell, 1990).

1.6.4 WIND-RADII FORECASTING — Since
the loss of dedicated aircraft reconnaissance in
1987, JTWC has turned to other data sources for
determining the radii of winds around tropical
cyclones. The determination of wind radii fore-
casts is a three-step process:

(a) first, low-level satellite drift winds,
microwave imager 35-kt wind speed analysis
(See Chapter 2), and synoptic data are used to
derive the current wind distribution.

(b) next the first guess of the radii is deter-
mined from statistical] y-derived empirical wind
radii models. JTWC currently used three mod-
els: the Tsui model, the Huntley model, and the
Martin-Holland model. The latter model uses
satellite-derived parameters to determine the
size and shape of the wind profile associated
with a particular tropical cyclone. The Martin-
Holland model also incorporates latitude and
speed of motion to produce an asymmetrical
wind distribution. These models provide wind
distribution analyses and forecasts that are pri-
marily influenced by the intensity forecasts.
The analyses are then adjusted based on the
actual analysis from step (a), and the forecasts
are adjusted appropriately.

(c) Finally, synoptic considerations, such as
the interaction of the cyclone with mid-latitude
high pressure cells, are used to fine-tune the
forecast wind radii,

1.6.5 EXTRATROPICAL TRANSITION —
When a tropical cyclone moves into the mid-lat-
itudes, if often enters an environment that is
detrimental to the maintenance of the tropical
cyclone’s structure and energy-producing mech-
anisms. The effects of cooler sea surface tem-
peratures, cooler and dryer environmental air,
and strong vertical wind shear all act to convert
the tropical cyclone into an extratropical
cyclone. JTWC indicates that this conversion
process is occurring by stating that the tropical
cyclone is “becoming extratropical. ” JTWC
will indicate that the conversion is expected to
be complete by stating that the system has
become “extratropical.” When a tropical
cyclone is forecast to become extratropical,
JTWC coordinates the transfer of responsibility
with the appropriate regional NAVPACME-
TOCCEN, which assumes warning responsibili-
ty for the extratropical system.

1.6.6 TRANSFER OF WARNING RESPONSI-
BILITY — JTWC coordinates the transfer of
warning responsibility for tropical cyclones
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entering or exiting its AOR. For tropical
cyclones crossing 180° east longitude in the
North Pacific Ocean, JTWC coordinates with
the Central Pacific Hurricane Center (CPHC),
Honolulu via the Naval Western Oceanography
Center (NAVPACMETOCCEN), Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii. For tropical cyclones crossing 180°
east longitude in the South Pacific Ocean,
JTWC coordinates with the NAVPACMETOC-
CEN, which has responsibility for the eastern
South Pacific. Whenever a tropical cyclone
threatens Guam, files are electronically trans-
ferred from JTWC to the Alternate Joint
Typhoon Warning Center (AJTWC) collocated
with NAVPACMETOCCEN. In the event that
JTWC should become incapacitated, the
AJTWC assumes JTWC’S functions. Assistance
in determining satellite reconnaissance require-
ments, and in obtaining the resultant data, is
provided by the weather unit supporting the
15th Air Base Wing, Hickam AFB, Hawaii.

1.7 WARNINGS

JTWC issues two types of warnings:
Tropical Cyclone Warnings and Tropical
Depression Warnings.

1.7.1 TROPICAL CYCLONE WARNINGS —
These are issued when a closed circulation is
evident and maximum sustained 1-minute winds
are forecast to reach 34 kt (18 m/see) within 48
hours, or when the tropical cyclone is in such a
position that life or property maybe endangered
within 72 hours.

Each Tropical Cyclone Warning is num-
bered sequentially and includes the following
information: the current position of the surface
centez an estimate of the position accuracy and
the supporting reconnaissance (fix) platform(s);
the direction and speed of movement during the
past six hours (past 12 hours in the Southern
Hemisphere); and the intensity and radial extent
of over 35-, 50-, and 100-kt (18-, 26-, and 51

m/see) surface winds, when applicable. At fore-

cast intervals of 12, 24, 36, 48, and 72 hours
(12, 24, and 48 hours in the Southern
Hemisphere), information on the tropical
cyclone’s anticipated position, intensity and
wind radii is provided. Vectors indicating the
mean direction and mean speed between fore-
cast positions are included in all warnings. In
addition, a 3-hour extrapolated position is pro-
vided in the remarks section.

Warnings in the western North Pacific and
North Indian Oceans are issued every six hours
(unless an amendment is required), valid at
standard times: 00002, 06002, 12002 and
18002 (every 12 hours: 00002, 12002 or
06002, 18002 in the Southern Hemisphere).
All warnings are released to the communica-
tions network no earlier than synoptic time and
no later than synoptic time plus two and one-
half hours, so that recipients are assured of hav-
ing all warnings in hand by synoptic time plus
three hours (03002, 09002, 15002 and 2100Z).
By area, the warning bulletin headers are:
WTI031 -35 PGTW for northern latitudes from
35° to 100° east longitude, WTPN3 1-36 PGTW
for northern latitudes from 100° to 180° east
longitude, WTXS31 -36 PGTW for southern lat-
itudes from 35° to 135° east longitude, and
WTPS31 -35 PGTW for southern latitudes from
135° to 180° east longitude.

1.7.2 TROPICAL DEPRESSION WARNINGS
— These are issued only for western North
Pacific tropical depressions that are not expect-
ed to reach the criteria for Tropical Cyclone
Warnings, as mentioned above. The depression
warning contains the same information as a
Tropical Cyclone Warning except that the
Tropical Depression Warning is issued every 12
hours (unless an amendment is required) at stan-
dard synoptic times and extends in 12-hour
increments only through 36 hours.

Both Tropical Cyclone and Tropical
Depression Warning forecast positions are later
verified against the corresponding best track

positions (obtained during detailed post-storm
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analyses) to determine the most probable path
and intensity of the cyclone. A summary of the
verification results for 1993 is presented in
Chapter 5, Summary of Forecast Verification.

1.8 PROGNOSTIC REASONING MES-
SAGES

These plain language messages provide
meteorologists with the rationale for the JTWC
forecasts for tropical cyclones in the western
North Pacific Ocean. They also discuss alter-
nate forecast scenarios, if changing conditions
indicate such potential. Prognostic reasoning
messages (WDPN3 1-36 PGTW) are prepared to
complement tropical cyclone (but not tropical
depression) warnings. In addition to these mes-
sages, prognostic reasoning information may be
provided in the remark section of a tropical
cyclone warning.

1.9 TROPICAL CYCLONE FORMATION
ALERTS

Tropical Cyclone Formation Alerts are
issued whenever interpretation of satellite
imagery and other meteorological data indicates
that the formation of a significant tropical
cyclone is likely. These alerts will specify a
valid period, usually not exceeding 24 hours,
and must either be canceled, reissued, or super-
seded by a warning prior to expiration. By area,
the Alert bulletin headers are: WTI021 -25
PGTW for northern latitudes from 35° to 100”E
longitude, WTPN21 -26 PGTW for northern lat-
itudes from 100° to 180°E longitude, WTXS2 1-
26 PGTW for southern latitudes from 35° to
135°E longitude, and WTPS21-25 PGTW for

southern latitudes from 135° to 180”E longi-
tude.

1.10 SIGNIFICANT TROPICAL WEATH-
ER ADVISORIES

This product contains a description of all
tropical disturbances in JTWC’S AOR and their
potential for further (tropical cyclone) develop-
ment. In addition, all tropical cyclones in warn-
ing status are briefly discussed and referenced.

Two separate messages are issued daily, and
each is valid for a 24-hour period. The
Significant Tropical Weather Advisory for the
Western Pacific Ocean is issued by 06002. The
Significant Tropical Weather Advisory for the
Indian Ocean is issued by 18002. These are
reissued whenever the situation warrants. For
each suspect area, the words “poor”, “fair”, or
“good” are used to describe the potential for
development. “Poor” will be used to describe a
tropical disturbance in which the meteorological
conditions are currently unfavorable for devel-
opment. “Fair” will be used to describe a tropi-
cal disturbance in which the meteorological
conditions are favorable for development, but
significant development has not commenced or
is not expected to occur in the next 24 hours.
“Good” will be used to describe the potential for
development of a disturbance covered by an
Alert. By area, the advisory bulletin headers
are: ABPW 10 PGTW for northern latitudes
from 100° to 180”E longitude and southern lati-
tudes from 135° to 180”E longitude and
ABIO1O PGTW for northern latitudes from 35°
to 100”E longitude and southern latitudes from
35° to 135”E longitude.
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2. RECONNAISSANCE AND FIXES

2.1 GENERAL

JTWC depends primarily on two reconnais-
sance platforms, satellite and radar, to provide
necessary, accurate and timely meteorological
information in support of advisories, alerts and
warnings. When available, synoptic and aircraft
reconnaissance data are also used to supplement
the above. As in past years, the optimal use of
all available reconnaissance resources to sup-
port JTWC’S products remains a primary con-
cern. Weighing the specific capabilities and
limitations of each reconnaissance platform, and
the tropical cyclone’s threat to life and property,
both afloat and ashore, continue to be important
factors in careful product preparation.

2.2 RECONNAISSANCE AVAILABILITY

2.2.1 SATELLITE — Interpretation of satellite
imagery by analysts at Air Force/Navy ground
sites and on Navy ships yields tropical cyclone
positions, estimates of the current intensity, and
forecast intensity. Additional positioning and
surface wind estimation information is available
for analysis where the DMSP SSM/I data can be
received and displayed.

2.2.2 RADAR — Interpretation of land-based
radar, which remotely senses and maps precipi-
tation within tropical cyclones, provides posi-
tions in the proximity (usually within 175 nm
(325 km) of radar sites in the Kwajalein, Guam,
Japan, South Korea, China, Taiwan, Philippine
Islands, Hong Kong, Thailand, India and
Australia. Where Doppler radars are located,
such as the new NEXRAD installation on
Guam, measurements of radial velocity are also
available, and observations of the tropical
cyclone’s horizontal velocity field and wind
structure integrated in the vertical are possible
within the radar volume.
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2.2.3 AIRCRAFI’ — Six tropical cyclone fixes
were received from the weather reconnaissance
aircraft associated with the TCM-93 mini-field
experiment conducted near Guam during July
and August. In the Southern Hemisphere, one
aircraft fix on Tropical Cyclone 16P (Oliver)
was logged in February 1993.

2.2.4 SYNOPTIC — JTWC also determines
tropical cyclone positions based on the analysis
of surface/gradient-level synoptic data. These
positions are an important supplement to fixes
provided by analysts using data from remote
sensing platforms, and become most valuable in
situations where neither satellite, radar nor air-
craft fixes are available or representative.

2.3 SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE
SUMMARY

The Air Force provides satellite reconnais-
sance support to JTWC through the DMSP
Tropical Cyclone Reporting Network (DMSP
Network), which consists of several tactical
sites and a centralized facility. The personnel of
Det 1, 633d 0SS (hereafter referred to as Det
1), collocated with JTWC at Nimitz Hill, Guam,
coordinate required tropical cyclone reconnais-
sance support with the following units:

U!lil Q!!.&!n
15ABW/WE,HickamAFB, Hawaii PHIK
18OSS/WE,KadenaAB,Japan RODN
603 ACCS/DOW,Osan AB, Republicof Korea RKWU
Air Force Global Weather Central, KGWC

Offutt AFB, Nebraska

The DMSP Network sites provide a com-
bined coverage from polar orbiting satellites
that includes most of the western North Pacific,
from near the international date line westward
into the South China Sea. The Naval Pacific
Meteorology and Oceanography Detachment at



Diego Garcia furnishes fixes through interpreta-
tion of low resolution NOAA polar orbiting
satellite imagery that covers the central Indian
Ocean, and Navy ships equipped for direct
satellite readout contribute supplementary sup-
port. Also, civilian contractors with the U.S.
Army at Kwajalein Atoll supplement Det 1‘s
satellite coverage with fixes on tropical
cyclones in the Marshall Islands and east of the
date line.

Additionally, mosaics developed from
DMSP satellite imagery are available from the
FLENUMETOCCEN via the NEDN and NESN
lines. These mosaics are used to metwatch the
areas not included in the coverage of DMSP
Network tactical sites. They provide JTWC
forecasters with the time-delayed capability to
“see” what AFGWC’S satellite image analysts
have been fixing.

Det 1 also uses high resolution geostation-
ary imagery to support the reconnaissance miss-
ion. Animation of images is invaluable for
determining the location and motion of cloud
system centers, particularly in the formative
stages. Animation is also valuable in assessing
changes in the environment that affect tropical
cyclone behavior. Det 1 is able to process high
resolution digital geostationary data through its
MIDDAS, and the Navy’s GSRS. The MID-
DAS consists of a network of three microcom-
puters, advanced graphics software, and large
screen work stations that process and display
geostationary imagery, NOAA High Resolution
Picture Transmission (HRPT) and TIROS
Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) data, and
DMSP imagery. On 1 April 1992 the MIDDAS
was formally accepted as a part of Det 1 opera-
tions. Further software upgrades of MIDDAS
have extended the GMS grid 10 degrees closer
to the limb of the earth’s disk, and have allowed
the normal projection of the GMS image to be
warped into a mercator projection. These two
upgrades provided a more user-friendly presen-

tation of tropical weather systems over the Bay

of Bengal and the Indian Ocean to the south.

The most recent software upgrade added the
capability to process and analyze DMSP SSM/I
data on the MIDDAS.

In support of JTWC, AFGWC analyzes
stored imagery from both the DMSP and
NOAA spacecraft. These imagery are recorded
and stored onboard the spacecraft for later relay
to a command readout site which in turn passes
the data via a communication satellite to
AFGWC. This enables AFGWC to obtain the
global coverage needed to monitor all tropical
cyclones worldwide several times a day.

The hub of the DMSP Network is Det 1,
which is responsible for coordinating satellite
reconnaissance requirements with JTWC and
tasking the individual network sites for the nec-
essary tropical cyclone fixes, current intensity
estimates, and SSM/I-derived surface winds.
When a particular satellite pass is selected to
support JTWC’s next tropical cyclone warning,
two sites are tasked to fix the tropical cyclone
from the same pass. This “dual-site” concept
provides the necessaty redundancy that virtually
guarantees JTWC a satellite fix to support each
warning. It also supplies independent assess-
ments of the same data to provide TDOS a mea-
sure of confidence in the location and intensity
information.

The DMSP Network provides JTWC with
several products and services. The main service
is to monitor the AOR for indications of tropical
cyclone development. If development is sus-

pected, JTWC is notified. Once JTWC issues
either a TCFA or a warning, the DMSP
Network provides tropical cyclone positions and
current intensity estimates, with a forecast
intensity estimate implied from the code
(Dvorak 1975, 1984) shown in Figure 2-1.
Each satellite-derived tropical cyclone position
is assigned a Position Code Number (PCN),
which is a measure of positioning confidence.
The PCN is determined by a combination of 1)
the availability of visible landmarks in the
image that can be used as references for precise

gridding, and 2) the degree of organization of
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Figure2-1 Dvorakcode forcommunicatingestimatesofcur-

rentand forecastintensityderivedfrom satellitedata.In the

example,thecurrent‘T-number”is3.5,butthecurrentintensity

is4.5.The cloudsystemhas weakened by 1.5“T-numbers”

sincetheevaluationconducted24-hoursearlier.The plus(+)

symbol indicatesan expectedreversatof theweakeningtrend

or verylittlefurtherweakeningof thetropicalcycloneduring

thenext24-hourperiod.

the tropical cyclone’s cloud system (Table 2-1 ).
Once the tropical cyclone’s intensity reaches 50
kt (26 rn/see), the DMSP Network analyzes the
distribution of SSM/I-derived 35-kt (18-m/see)
winds in the rain-free areas near the tropical
cyclone.

Det 1 provides at least one estimate of the
tropical cyclone’s current intensity every 6
hours once JTWC is in alert or warning status.
Current intensity estimates are made using the

Table 2-1 POSITION CODE NUMBER (PCN)

PCN METHOD FOR CENTER DETERMINATION/GRIDDING

1 EYE/GEOGIWPHY

2 EYE/EPHEMERIS

3 WSLL DEFINED CIRCULATION CENTER/GEOGRAPHY

4 WELL DEFINED CIRCULAT ION CENTER/EPHEMERIS

5 POORLY DEFINED CIRCULATION CENTER/GEOGRAPHY

6 POORLY DEFINED CIRCULATION CENTER/EPHEMERIS

Dvorak technique for both visible and enhanced
infrared imagery. For the intensity analysis of
mature tropical cyclones, the enhanced inffared
technique is preferred due to its objectivity;
however, daily use of the visible technique adds
a measure of consistency and helps resolve
ambiguities in the enhanced infrared techniques.
The standard relationship between tropical

cyclone “T-number”, maximum sustained sur-
face wind speed, and minimum sea-level pres-
sure (Atkinson and Holliday, 1977) for the
Pacific is shown in Table 2-2. For subtropical
cyclones, intensity estimates are made using the
Hebert and Poteat ( 1975) technique.

Teble 2-2 MAXIMUM SUSTAINED WIND SPEED

(K’J?)AS A FUNCTION OF DVORAK
CURRE~ AND FORECAST INTENSITY

NUMBER AND MINIMUM SEA-LEVEL
PRESSURE (MSLP)

WIND MSLP (MS)

Sxc) (PACIFIC)

0.0 <25 < (13) —--

0.5 25 (13) ----

1.0 25 (13) ----

1.5 25 (13) ----

2.0 30 (15) 1000
2.5 35 (18) 997
3.0 45 (23) 991
3.5 55 (28) 984

4.0 65 (33) 976
4.5 77 (40) 966
5.0 90 (46) 954
5.5 102 (53) 941
6.0 115 (59) 927

6.5 127 (65) 914
7.0 140 (72) 898
7.5 155 (80) 879

8.0 170 (87) 858

2.3.1 SATELLITE PLATFORM SUMMARY

Figure 2-2 shows the status of operational
polar orbiting spacecraft. Three DMSP space-
craft were available to the tactical sites in 1993.
Of these, F8 provided only vertically polarized
85 GHz channel SSM/I data after the loss of its
Operational Line Scan (OLS) imaging system,
F1O’S OLS functioned normally, but the eccen-
tricity of its orbit presented gridding challenges,
and F11 performed flawlessly. Of the four
NOAA spacecraft, NOAA 9 remained in stand-
by mode, while NOAA 10, 11 and 12 were
operational. The NOAA 13 satellite which was
launched 9 August failed shortly after launch.

12
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Figure2-2 Polarorbitingspacecraftstatusfor1993

2.3.2 STATISTICAL SUMMARY

During 1993, fix and intensity information
from the DMSP Network was the primary input
to JTWC’S warnings and post analyses. JTWC
received at least 4520 satellite fixes — 3199
covered tropical cyclones in the western North
Pacific, 96 in the North Indian Ocean, and 1225
in the Southern Hemisphere. The geostationary
platform was the source of 73 percent of the
fixes and 27 percent were from polar orbiters.
A comparison of satellite fixes from all data
sources with their corresponding best track
positions is shown in Table 2-3.

2.3.3 APPLICATION OF NEW
TECHNOLOGY

In April 1993, all tactical sites in the DMSP
Network received the Mission Sensor Tactical
Imaging Computer (MISTIC) II system
upgrade, which allowed processing of the full
resolution 12-bit SSM/I data and coregistration
of the SSM/I and OLS. The Tropical Section at
AFGWC, using its Satellite Data Handling
System with 12-bit SSM/I capability, continued
to provide the bulk of the SSM/I support to
JTWC throughout the year.

2.3.4 FUTURE OF SATELLITE
RECONNAISSANCE

Det 1 remains committed to maintaining,
and at the same time improving the DMSP
Network’s support to the PACOM tropical
cyclone warning system. Work continues to
progress on the installation of new MARK IV-B
tactical terminals in the western Pacific.

2.4 RADAR RECONNAISSANCE
SUMMARY

Of the 38 significant tropical cyclones in the
western North Pacific during 1993, 18 passed
within range of land-based radar with sufficient
precipitation and organization to be fixed. A
total of 784 land-based radar fixes were logged
at JTWC. The World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) radar code defines three
categories of accuracy: good [within 10 km (5
rim)], fair [within 10-30 km (5 - 16 rim)], and
poor [within 30-50 km (16 -27 rim)]. Of the
784 radar fixes encoded in this manner, 197
were good, 307 were fair, and 280 were poor.
Excellent support from the radar network
through timely and accurate radar fix position-
ing allowed JTWC to track and forecast tropical
cyclone movement during even the most erratic
track changes. In the Southern Hemisphere, 19
radar reports were logged for tropical cyclones.
No fixes were received for the North Indian
Ocean.

The weather radar for Guam, which was
destroyed in August 1992 by Typhoon Omar
was restored, and improved, in February 1993,
with the installation of the Andersen AFB
NEXRAD Doppler radar.

2.5 TROPICAL CYCLONE FIX DATA

Table 2-4a delineates the number of fixes

per platform for each individual tropical cyc-
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lone for the western North Pacific. Totals and Table 2-4b, and for the South Pactilc and South
percentages are also indicated. Similar informa- Indian Oceans in Table 2-4c.
tion is provided for the North Indian Ocean in

Table 2-3 MEAN DEVIATION (NM) OF ALL SATELLITE

DERIVED TROPICAL CYCLONE POSITIONS

FROM JTWC EEST TRACK POSITIONS

(NUMBER OF CASES IN PARENTHESES)

NORTHWEST PACIFIC CCZAN

EGN 1982-1992 AVERAGE 19 3 AVERAGJL9

l&2 13.8 (6108) 13.9 (513)

3&4 21.9 (6398) 30.0 (434)

5&6 37.1 (13668) 39.7 (2252)

Totals 27.9 (26174) 34.2 (3199)

NORTH INDIAN (XZAN

m 1982—1992 AVF’FQQ 1993 AVERAGE
l&2 13.3 (167) 18.5 (4)

3L4 30.9 (117) 66.1 (9)

5&6 38.1 (1335) 43.9 (83)

Totals 35.1 (1639) 45.4 (96)

WESTERN SOUTH PACIFIC AND SOUTH INDIAN OCEAN

J?!2.N J982-~ AVFRAGR 199 3 AVR~

1&2 15.9 (1971) 13.8 (248)

3&4 26.9 (1668) 19.6 (220)

5&6 36.1 (7947) 33.2 (757)

Totals 31.3 (11586) 26.8 (1225)
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Table 2-4a 1993 NORTHWEST PACIFIC CCEAN FIX PLATFORM SOMMARY

Z!ROPICAL CYCLONE

01$4

02W
03W
04W
05W
06W
07W
08W
09W
1Ow

llW

12W

13W

14W

15W

16W

17W

18W

19W

Olc

20W

21W

22W

23W

24W

25W

26W

27W

28w*

29W
30W

31W

32W

33W

34W

35W

36W

37W

TD

TS

TD

‘Ill

TS

STY

TD

TY

TS

TY

TS

TY

TY

TY

TD

TY

TY

TS

STY

T-f

TS

TY

TY

TY

TY
STY

TY

TS

TD

TS
TY

TS

TD

TD

TY

m

TY

TY

IrrM

Jack

Koryn

Lewis

Marian

Nathan

Ofelia

Percy
Robyn

Steve

Tasha
Vernon

Winona

Yancy

Keoni

Zola

Abe

Becky

Cecil

Dot

Ed

Flo

Gene

Hattie
Ira

Jeane

Kyle

LOla

Manny
Nell

23

106

28

105
79

155
42

91

62

96

4.5

51

139
92

33

89

90

89

107
87

66

98

56

75

23

117

96

60

57

84

118
95

53

34

66

105
158

u

Totals 3084

Percentage of Total 79%

* Regenerated

FADAR

o

0

0

0
0

10

0

6

0

22

57

51

88

6

0

26

55

0

166

0

74

100

16

0

0

38

13

0

15

0
13

20

0

0

0

8

0

Q

784

20%

SYNOPTIC

o

0
0

0

0

4

0

24

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
Q

46

1%

o
0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Q

6

<1%

23

106

28

105

79

169

42

121

73

118

103

102

232

98

33

115

145

90

273

87

143

198

72

75

23

155

112

60

72

84

131

115

53

34

66

113

158

U

3920

100%
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Table 2-4b 1993 NORTH INDIAN OCEAN FIX PLATFORM SUt@fARY

OH+ 23 0 0 23
02B 76 0 0 76

Totals 99 0 0 99

Percentage of Total 100% o% o% 100%
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Table 2-4c 1993 SOUTH PACIFIC AND SOUTH INDIAN WEANS FIX PLATFORM SUMMARY

cYcIQiE

01S Aviona

02S Babie

03P Joni

04s ----

05S Ken

06P Nina

07P Kina

08P ----
09P ----

10S Colina

11S @ssilia

12S Edwina

13S Lena

14P ----*

15P Lin

16P Oliver

17P Mick

18P Nisha

19S Finella

20P Oli

21P Pony

22P Roger

23P Prema

24S Jourdanne

25s Monty

26s Konita

27P Adel

Totals

Percentage of Total

* Regenerated

48

13

107

17

66

152

123

5

12

40

7

67

69

64

38

120

32

43

20

33
77

88

79

61

39

48

42

1510

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0
9

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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SYNOPTIC

o

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

1
0
0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

48

13

107

17

66

162

123

5
12

40

7

67

69

64

38

130

33

43

20

38
77

88

79

61

39

48

42

1536

98 % 1% <1 % <1 % 100 %



3. SUMMARY OF WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC AND
NORTH INDIAN OCEAN TROPICAL CYCLONES

3.1 WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN depression intensity has not been equaled since
TROPICAL CYCLONES 1966 which may be due, in part, to a concerted

effort to identify significant tropical cyclones
The year of 1993 included 21 typhoons early in their life cycle. The year’s total of three

(including 3 super typhoons), 9 tropical storms super typhoons was one short of the 24-year
and 8 tropical depressions (Table 3-1). The cal- (1970-1993) average for western North Pacific
endar year total of 38 significant tropical super typhoons (Figure 3-1 ). The year’s total of
cyclones in the western North Pacific (8 over 30 named tropical cyclones was two above the
the average) was the highest since 1967 when 34-year average (1960-1993) (Figure 3-2).
there were 41 (Table 3-2). The high number (8) Thirty-five of the 38 tropical cyclones in the
of tropical cyclones reaching only tropical- westem North Pacific during 1993 originated in

Table 3-1 WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC SIGNIFICANT TROPICAL CYCLONES FOR 1993

EST IMATED
NUl”TBEROF MAXIMUM

WARNINGS SURFACE WINDS ESTIMATED
OF ~ IST (M/SFQ

OIW TD 01MAR-02 MAR 5 25 (13) 1002
02W TS IRMA 10 MAR- 17 MAR 27 55 (28)
03W TD

984

12 APR - 14 APR
.

25 (13) 1002
04W TD 20 APR - 27 APR 3; 30 (15) 1000
05W TS JACK 17 MAY - 22 MAY 20 35 (18)
O6W

997
STY KORYN 15 JUN - 29 JUN 51 130 (67)

07W TD
910

17 JON - 20 JUN 12
08w

30 (15) 1000
TY LEWIS 07 JDL - 12 JUL 23 85 (44)

o9W
958

TS MARIAN 13 JUL - 17 JUL 16 45 (23)
1Ow

991
TY NATHAN 19 JUL - 25 JUL 25 70 (36)

1lW
972

TS OFELIA 25 JUL - 25 JUL 12 45 (23) 991
12W TY PERCY 27 JUL - 30 .?UL 12 65 (33) 976
13W TY ROBYN 01 AUG - 10 AUG 38 120 (62) 922
14W TY STEVE 06 AUG - 12 AUG 28 65 (33) 976
15W TD 13 AUG - 14 AUG 6 25 (13) 1002
16W TY TASHA 15 AUG - 22 AUG 29 80 (41) 963
17W TY VERNON 21 AUG - 28 AUG 26 80 (41) 963
18W TS WINONA 22 AUG – 29 AUG 30 45 (23)
19W

991
STY YANCY 29 AUG - 04 SEP 26 130 (67) 910

0lC TY KEONI 20 AUG - 28 AUG 35 100 (51) 944
20W TS ZOLA 05 SEP - 09 SEP 16 55 (28) 984
21W TY ABE 09 SEP - 15 SEP 25 110 (57) 933
22W TY BECKY 14 SEP - 17 SEP 13 65 (33) 976
23W TY CECIL 22 SEP - 27 SEP 21 100 (51) 944
24w TY DOT 23 SEP - 27 SEP 18 80 (41) 963
2SW STY ED 30 SEP - 08 OCT 34 140 (72) 898
26W TY FLO 01 CCT - 08 OCT 30 70 (36) 972
27W TS GENE 06 CCT - 10 OCT 15 35 (18) 997
28w TD 07-09 OCT/12-13 OCT 13 25 (13) 1002
29W TS HATTIE 19 CXT - 25 OCT 23 50 (26) 991
3Ow TY IRA 27 CCT - 05 NOV 34 120 (62) 922
3lW TS JEANA 05 NOV - 12 NOV 30 50 (26) 987
32w TD 18 NOV - 19 NOV 5 25 (13) 1002
33W TD 18 NOV - 19 NOV 3 25 (13) 1002
34W TY KYLE 19 NOV - 24 NOV 19 95 (49) 949
35W TY LC)LA 02 DEC - 09 DEC 30 105 (54) 938
36W TY MANNY 03 DEC - 15 DEC 50 120 (62) 922

37W TY NELL 23 DEC - 28 DEC 17 70 (36) 972

TOTAL: 853
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Table 3-2 DISTRIBUTION OF WF,STERN NORTH PACIFIC TROPI(XL CYCLONES

FOR 1959 - 1993

XEmmmw AERMax JllNi!L!LAuf2,sEE Sa. lig!l RE.c
1959 0 1 1 1 0 1 3 8 9 3 2 2

000 010 010 100 000 001 111 512 423 210 200
1960 i

200
0 1 1 1 3 3 9 5 4 1 1

001 000 (jo~ 100 010 210 210 810 041 400 100 100
1961 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 6 5 7 6 7 2 1

010 010 100 010 211 114 320 313 510 322 101 100
1962 0 1 0 1 3 0 8 8 7 5 4 2

000 010 000 100 201 000 512 701 313 311 301 020
1963 0 0 1 1 0 4 5 4 4 6 0 3

000 000 001 100 000 310 311 301 220 510 000 210
1964 0 0 0 0 3 2 8 8 8 7 6 2

000 000 000 000 201 200 611 350 521 331 420 101
1965 2 2 1 ~ 2 4 6 7 9 3 2 1

110 020 010 100 101 310 411 322 531 201 110 010
1966 0 0 0 1 2 1 4 9 10 4 5 2

000 000 000 100 200 100 310 531 532 112 122 101
1967 1 0 2 1 1 1 8 10 8 4 4 1

010 000 110 100 010 100 332 343 530 211 400 010

1968 0 1 0 1 0 4 3 8 4 6 4 0
000 001 000 100 000 202 120 341 400 510 400 000

1969 1 0 1 1 0 0 3 3 6 5 2 1
100 000 010 100 000 000 210 210 204 410 110 010

1970 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 7 4 6 4 0
000 100 000 000 000 110 021

1971 1

421 220 321 130 000
0 1 2 5 2 8 5 7 4 2 0

010 000 010 200 230 200 620 311 511 310 110 000
1972 1 0 1 0 0 4 5 5 6 5 2 3

100 000 001 000 000 220 410 320 411 410 200 210
1973 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6 3 4 3 0

000 000 000 000 000 000 430 231 201 400 030 000
1974 1 0 1 i 1 4 5 7 5 4 4 2

010 000 010 010 100 121 230 232 320 400 220 020
1975 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 6 5 6 3 2

100 000 000 001 000 000 010 411 410
1976 1

321 210 002
1 0 2 2 2 4 4 5 0 2 2

100 010 000 110 200 200 220 130 410 000 110 020
1977 0 0 ~ o 1 1 4 2 5 4 2 1

000 000 010 000 001 010 301 020 230 310 200 100
1978 1 0 0 1 0 3 4 8 4 7 4 0

010 000 000 100 000 030 310 341 310 412 121 000
1979 1 0 1 1 2 0 5 4 6 3 2 3

100 000 100 100 011 000 221 202 330 210 110 111
1980 0 0 1 1 4 1 5 3 7 4 1 1

000 000 001 010 220 010 311 201 511 220 100 010
1981 0 0 1 1 ~ 2 5 8 4 2 3 2

000 000 100 010 010 200 230 251 400 110 210 200
1982 0 0 3 0 1 3 4 5 6 4 1 1

000 000 210 000 100 120 220 500 321 301 100 100
1983 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 6 3 5 5 2

000 000 000 000 000 010 300 231 111 320 320 020
1984 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 7 4 8 3 1

000 000 000 000 000 020 410 232 130 521 300 100
1985 2 0 0 01 3 1 7 5 5 1 2

020 000 000 000 100 201 100 520 320 410 010 110
1986 0 1 0 1 2 2 2 5 2 5 4 3

000 100 000 100 110 110 200

1987 1

410 200 320 220 210

0 0 1 0 2 4 4 7 2 3 1
100 000 000 010 000 110 400 310 511 200 120 100

TABLE CO14’’ITNUEDON TOP OF NEXT PAGE

31

1777

30

1983

42
,20 11 11

39

2469

28

1963

44

26 13 5

40

21 13 6

38

20 10 8

41

20 15 6

31
2074

23

1364

27

12 12 3

37

24 11 2

32

2282

23

1292

35

15 17 3

25
1465

25

14 11 0

21

1182

32

15 13 4

28
1495

28

1594

29

16 12 1

28

1972
25

12 11 2

30

16 11 3

27

1791

27

1580

25

1861
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

xu!li JNLEEall?ia2J!amx JYNJYLAuG sELQa NQYREc I.QTAu
1988 1 0 0 0 13 2 5 8 4 2 1 27

100 000 000 000 100 111 110 230 260 400 200 010 14 12 1

1989 1 0 0 1 2 2 6 8 4 6 3 2 35

010 000 000 100 200 110 231 332 220 600 300 101

1990 1

21 10 4

0 0 1 2 4 4 5 5 5 4 1 31

100 000 000 010 110 211 220 500 410 230 310 100 2191

1991 0 0 2 1 1 1 4 8 6 3 6 0 32

000 000 110 010 100 100 400 332 420 300 330 000 20 10 2

1992 1 1 0 0 0 3 4 85 6 5 0 33

100 010 000 000 000 210 220 440 410 510 311 000 21 11 1

1993 0 0 2 2 1 2 5 8 5 6 4 3 38

000 000 011 002 010 101 320 611 410 321 112 300 2198

959-1993)

MEAN 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.2 2.1 4.5 6.3 5.6 4.6 3.o 1.4 31.1

CASES 20 10 22 27 43 75 156 222 197 162 105 49 1088

he criteriaused in Table3-2areasfollows:
)Ifatropicalcyclonewasfirstwarned on during the last two days of a par- TABLE3-2LEGEND
cularmonthand continued into the next month for longer than two days,
Ien that system was attributed to the secwtd motttfr.
) E a tropicalcyclonewaswarned on prior to the last two &ys of a month,

El

Totat for the monthr’year+ 38

was attributed to she firat month, regardless of how long rhe system lasted. Typhoons-~ 2198
) Ka tropicalcyckmebeganonshelasLday of the mmth and ended on the
.rst day of she next monsfr, that system was attributed LOshe first month. Tropical SS.S ~

[owever, if a tropical cyclone began on the last &y of the month and wsttin- T@& &w~sims
ed into she next month for only two days, then it was attributed to the sec-
nd moods.

34-year
mean

4 r/-
1990

Year

Figure 3-1 Number of western North Pacific super
typhoons (1960-1993)

the low-level monsoon trough or near-equatorial
trough. TWO— Ofelia(11 W) and Percy (12W)
— formed in the peripheral cloud band of a
monsoon gyre; and one — Keoni (01 C) —
formed in the trade-wind trough of the central
Pacific. There were no tropical cyclones that
formed in subtropical latitudes in direct associa-
tion with cyclonic cells in the tropical upper-tro-
pospheric trough (TWIX) during this season.

El Nifio conditions prevailed in the tropical

Year

Figure 3-2 Tropical cyclones of tropical storm or greater
intensity in the western North Pacific (1960-1993)

Pacific during most of 1993: the sea surface

temperature (SST) of the eastern equatorial
Pacific was consistently warmer than normal,
and the Southern Oscillation Index (S01)

(Climate AnaIysis Center, 1993) remained nega-
tive until very late in the year when it returned
to near notmal (Figure 3-3a). By comparison,
the evolution of the SST and SOI in 1993 was
somewhat similar to a composite of several past
El Nifio events (Figure 3-3b) (Rasmussen and
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Carpenter, 1982). During January through
October of 1993, the low-level wind of the trop-
ical western Pacific featured an eastward dis-
placement — with respect to climatology — of
monsoonal westerlies (Figure 3-4). This wind
pattern is commonly observed during occur-
rences of El Nifio. In addition to the eastward
displacement of monsoonal westerlies in low
latitudes, the low-level westerly wind flow asso-
ciated with the Mei-yu (Chinese for: plum
rains) front was more persistent than normal and
lasted into August (Figure 3-4). The Mei-yu
front is a semi-permanent low-pressure trough
of ‘the east Asian subtropics during spring and
early summer which extends eastward from
near Taiwan into the ocean area southeast of
Japan. The lingering Mei-yu front’s associated
cloud band, and the impact of several typhoons,
resulted in a very cool and wet summer for
Japan.

With the anomalous eastward push of mon-
soonal westerlies, many of the year’s tropical
cyclones formed east of 145°E in the eastern
Caroline and Marshall islands (Figure 3-5a),
and the mean genesis location of all tropical
cyclones during 1993 was south and east of nor-
mal (Figure 3-5b) — yet another characteristic
of El Niiio years. In the 24-year period, 1970-

1993, the mean genesis location for 1993 was
the southernmost of record (Figure 3-5 b). The
fact that eight of the year’s first nine tropical
cyclones formed south of 10ON certainly con-
tributed to pushing the mean genesis location
southward, as did the complete lack of genesis
of tropical cyclones north of 20°N and east of
160°E, a region more favored for tropical cyclo-
genesis during non-El Niiio years (Lander,
1994). The 1993 Atlantic Hurricane Season
also featured this peculiar tendency for storms
to form and remain at very low latitudes,
impacting Venezuela, Nicaragua and Honduras.

Figure 3-3b Composites of the eastern equatorial Pacific
SST anocrrmly (hatched), and of the SOI (shaded), for six
El Nino events (1951, 1953, 1957, 1965, 1969, 1972)
[after Rasmussen and Carpenter (R&C), 1982].

a.
I I

+1

o

-1

Jan Jan

1993 1994
Figure 3-3a Anomalies from the monthly mean for east-
ern equatorial Pacific Ocean sea surface temperature
(SST) (hatched) in degrees Celsius and the Southern
Oscillation Index (S01) (shaded) for 1993. (adapted from
Climate Analysis Center, 1993 and Australian Bureau of
Meteorology, 1993)
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Figure 3-4 Comparison between climatological (black)
and analyzed (hatched) mean monthly winds with a west-
erly component for the western North Pacific in 1993.
For June, July, and August the area of coverage is shifted
northward to include the subtropics of the North Pacific.
For reference, the star indicates the location of Guam.
The outline of Australia appears in the lower left of each
panel except for June, July, and August where the Korean
Peninsula and Japan appear in the upper left. The clima-
tology is adapted from Sadler et al., 1987. The 1993
monthly mean winds were adapted from Australian
Bureau of Meteorology, 1993.

Partly as a consequence of many low-latitude
(south of 10”N) formations and subsequent
westward tracks, the Philippine Islands and
Vietnam were impacted by a large number of
tropical cyclones. The 18 tropical cyclones of
the western North Pacific during 1993 making
landfall in the Philippine Islands was a record.

Low-level westerly wind flow along the
equator, bounded by near-equatorial troughs in
the Northern Hemisphere and Southern
Hemisphere, was a persistent wind pattern
(hereafter to be referred to as the twin-trough
pattern) in the tropical western Pacific from late
February through mid-July 1993. This wind
pattern is ideal for the development of equatori-
al westerly wind bursts (Luther et al., 1983;
Keen, 1988), and also for the formation of tropi-
cal cyclone twins symmetrical with respect to
the equator (Dean, 1954; Keen, 1982; Lander,
1990) (see Figure 3-6a). This wind pattern may
also feature the simultaneous occurrence of
tropical cyclones in both the northern and south-
ern hemispheres which are not symmetrical
with respect to the equator, and which may not

be at the same stage of development (Figure 3-
6b). According to Lander (1990), an equatorial
westerly wind burst is a necessary, but no~
always sufficient, precondition for the forma-
tion of tropical cyclone twins.

The first six tropical cyclones of 1993 —
Tropical Depression 01 W, Irma (02W), Tropical
Depression 03W, Tropical Depression 04W,
Jack (05W), and Koryn (06W) — all formed in
the near-equatorial trough in a large-scale wind
and cloud pattern similar to Figure 3-6a or 3-6b.
During March, the first named tropical cyclone
of the year in the western North Pacific, Irma

(02W), formed in association with a westerly
wind burst; and, along with Roger (22P), was a

classical case of tropical cyclone twins symmet-
rical with respect to the equator. During April,
Tropical Depression 04W formed in association
with another equatorial westerly wind burst, and

was accompanied by a southern hemisphere

twin that didn’t mature. Tropical Depression
23
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Figure 3-5a Point of formation of significant tropical cyclones in 1993 as indicated by the initial intensity of 25 kt (13
m/xc) on the best track. The symbols indicate: solid dots= 01 January to 15 July; open tiangles = 16 July to 15 ~to~c
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Figure 3-6a Twin-trough pattern associated with a west-
erly wind burst with tropical cyclones, at points A and B,
forming symmetrically with respect to the quator. The
axes of the near-equatorial troughs are represented by
dashed lines..

Figure 3-6b Twin-trough pattern with tropical cyclones
at points A and B forming without symmetry with respect
to the equator.

04W was remarkable for its long westward
track, and for its inability to intensify beyond 30
kt (15 m/see). For several days, the depression
was forecast to intensify into a tropical storm
but it never did. Jack (05W) formed in the near-
equatorial trough of the Northern Hemisphere a
few days after Adel (27P) had formed in the
twin near-equatorial trough of the Southern
Hemisphere in a large-scale low-level flow pat-
tern similar to that shown in Figure 3-6b.
During mid June, Koryn (06W) formed at a
very low latitude (4°N) in a low-level flow pat-
tern which, yet again, featured equatorial west-
erlies bounded by twin near-equatorial troughs.

During late June, the large-scale flow pattern,
which had resembled the flow patterns shown in
Figure 3-6 a and b nearly continuously since
February, changed so as to resemble more

closely the long-term mean wind field. In this
new regime, a weak monsoon trough extended

horn southeast Asia into the Philippine Sea, and
flom there eastward into the Caroline Islands.
The three tropical cyclones following Typhoon
Koryn — Tropical Depression 07W, Lewis
(08W), and Marian (09W) — generated in this
monsoon trough (see Figure 3-7).

Nathan (1OW), formed in the eastern Caroline
Islands, was the last tropical cyclone in this
monsoon trough as the next major readjustment
of the large-scale flow pattern in the tropics of
the western North Pacific occurred in late July
with the formation of a monsoon gyre in the
Philippine Sea. As Nathan moved west-north-
westward, a large monsoonal cloud band
formed in the Philippine Sea in association with
lowering sea-level pressure there. Nathan
turned northward as it neared the monsoonal
cloud band. This cloud band then became ori-
ented SW-NE and was collocated with a band of
25-35 kt (13-18 m/see) low-level southwesterly
winds on the southeastern periphery of a large
low-pressure area, a monsoon gyre, over the
Philippine Sea. Nathan accelerated northward
to a landfall on Japan. Subsequently, as the
monsoon gyre moved steadily westward, two
very small tropical cyclones, Ofelia( 11W) and
Percy (12W), formed in quick succession at the
northern end of the monsoon cloud band, of the
monsoon gyre and moved on north-oriented
tracks over southwestern Japan. By the last day
of July, the monsoon gyre had been absorbed
into the large-scale low-pressure area over east-
ern Asia.

Also during the last week of July, as the low-
pressure area associated with the monsoon gyre
moved westward toward east Asia, pressures
began to fall in Micronesia, and the monsoon
trough extended from the Caroline Islands east-
ward to the international date line. During the
first week of August (Figure 3-8), Typhoons
Robyn (13W) and Steve ( 14W) formed in this
monsoon trough. Robyn became a large-sized

typhoon which recurved and hit southwestern
Japan. During the last two weeks of August,

Hurricane Keoni (OIC) moved across the
25
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Figure 3-8 Western North Pacific sea-level pressure analyses for August 1993. Map panels are for 0600Z for the date indi-
cated in the lower right of each panel. A geographic reference appears as the upper left panel. Contours: outer dmhcd line
= 1010 mb; solid line = 1008 mb; black s 1004 mb. Named tropical cyclones: R = Robyn (13W), S = Steve (14W). T =
Tasha (16W), K = Keoni (OIC), and V = Vernon (17W), W = Winona (18W), Y = Yancy.
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international date line from the central Pacific
into the western Pacific — was renamed
Typhoon Keoni — and meandered for two
weeks over subtropical waters north of Wake
Island. During the last two weeks of August
and into the first week of September, the mon-
soon trough of the western North Pacific
became very active as seven tropical cyclones
— Tasha (16W), Vernon ( 17W), Winona (18W),
Yancy (19 W), Zola (20W), Abe (21W) and
Becky (22W) — formed in it. Three of these
tropical cyclones — Vernon (17 W), Yancy
(19W), and Zola (20W) — made landfall in
Japan. During the last week of July through the
first week of September, a concentrated assault
of Japan by tropical cyclones took place.
Seven of the period’s 12 tropical cyclones,
beginning with Nathan (1OW) during the last
week of July and ending with Zola (20W) dur-
ing the first week of September, made landfall
there.

Five of seven tropical cyclones occurring
from late September to midOctober — Cecil
(23W), Ed (25W), Flo (26W), Gene (27W) and
Hattie (29W) — recurved into the mid-latitudes
of the North Pacific well offshore of Japan.
After Hattie, which formed as a very large mon-
soon depression then recurved into mid-lati-
tudes in late October, all subsequent tropical
cyclones formed at low-latitude (near or south
of 10”N) and traveled on westward tracks which
kept them in tropical latitudes. Six of the final
eight tropical cyclones of 1993, beginning with
Ira (30W) and ending with Nell (37W), made
landfall in the Philippine Islands.

In early November, three tropical cyclones —
Jeana (31 W), Tropical Depression 32W, and
Tropical Depression 33W — developed, but

failed to mature. Jeana reached 50 kt (26

rdsec) for only a brief time after recurvature.
Jeana was one of a small subset of all tropical
cyclones that reached peak intensity after recur-
vature. Tropical Depression 32W and Tropical
Depression 33W both had long histones as dis-

turbances. Four Tropical Cyclone Formation
28

Alerts were issued on the disturbance that even-
tually became Tropical Depression 32W. All
subsequent tropical cyclones — Kyle (34W),
Lola (35W), Manny (36W), and Nell (37W) —
became typhoons. The last tropical cyclone of
November, Kyle (34W) developed just to the
northeast of Tropical Depression 32W. Both
systems moved into the southern Philippine
Islands in tandem. Tropical Depression 32W
dissipated there. Kyle crossed the Philippine
Islands into the South China Sea, moved toward
Vietnam, and rapidly intensified.

During December, Lola (35W) formed in an
active near-equatorial trough that ultimately
produced a series of three late-season typhoons
— Lola (35W), Manny (36W) and Nell (37W).
After developing in the western Marshall
Islands, Lola slowly intensified, and over a
week later, slammed into the heavily populated
Bicol region of southern Luzon. Upon leaving
the Philippine Islands, Lola headed toward the
southwest, rapidly re-intensified — a rare event
in the South China Sea — and crashed into
southern Vietnam. Three days after Lola devel-
oped, Manny began to form in the eastern
Caroline Islands along the axis of the near-equa-
torial trough. Like Lola, Manny raced across
the Micronesia Islands at 20 kt (35 kdhr) and
slowly intensified. Unlike Lola, Manny slowed
to the east of Luzon, and appeared to be very
close to recurving; instead it executed an anticy-
clonic loop, then came out of the loop on a
southwestward track and rapidly intensified en
route to the Philippine Islands. Manny weak-
ened to a weak tropical storm in the South
China Sea, moved to the southern Gulf of
Thailand, and dissipated over the Malay
Peninsula. A few days later, Nell (37W) began
to develop in the eastern Caroline Islands, about
300 nm (555 km) west of where Manny had
developed. Nell crossed the Philippine Sea at
an average speed of 15 kt (28 km/hr), slowly
intensifying. Fortunately, Nell was a very small

typhoon when it crashed into northern
Mindanao, turned to the northwest, and



crossed the Visayan Islands of Bohol, Cebu,
Iloilo, and Panay. After exiting the Philippine
Islands, Nell ran into strong upper-level shear,
turned to the southwest, and dissipated over
water in the southeastern South China Sea. The
long westward tracks of the late-season tropical
cyclones were associated with an anchored
long-wave trough over western and central
China and a high zonal index of the mid-latitude
westerlies. The western North Pacific basin
continued to be active right up to the end of the
calendar year 1993; on 30 December 1993,
Nell (37W) — the last of three Typhoons in
December — dissipated in the South China Sea,

In summary, an illustration of all the tropical
cyclone activity in the western North Pacific

and North Indian Oceans is provided in Figure
3-9. Table 3-3 includes: a climatology of
typhoons, tropical storms and typhoons for the
western North Pacific for the period 1945-1959
and 1960- 1993; and summary of warning days.
Table 3-4 is a summary of the TCFA’S for the
Western North Pacific for 1976-1993.
Composite best tracks for the North West
Pacific Ocean tropical cyclones are provided for
the periods: 1 January to 26 July (Figure 3-10),
24 July to 10 September (Figure 3-11), 7
September to 5 November (Figure 3-12), and 7
November to31 December (Figure 3-13).
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Teble 3-3 WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC TROPICAL CYCLONES

TYPHOONS

Q.945 - 1952)-

JAN EEEkEiEAE3MAymm AuQsEEs?2t NQYREs
MEAN 0.3 0.1 0.3 0,4 0.7 1.0 2.9 3.1 3.3 2.4 2.0 0.9

CASES 5 1 4 6 10 15 29 46 49 36 30 14

[1960 1993)

JAN E&B MAE Amkmxm JJL AL!G .s32 Lx2 MY REc
MEAN 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.1 2.7 3.3 3.3 3.2 1.8 0.7

CASES 10 2 7 15 24 38 93 112 112 108 61 23

TROPICAL STORMS AND TYPHOONS
(1945

JANmEMAFi Am Maxim &?uL AUG.SE2JXXNQYREC
MEAN0.4 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.8 1.6 2.9 4.0 4.2 3.3 2.7 1.2

cASES 627811 224460644941 18

Q-960 - 199.3.)-

JAN EEBM?fi AETilQx JuNJuL AK.GSEZGCLIK?YREC
MEAN 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.1 1.9 4.2 5.5 5.0 4.2 2.8 1.2

CASES 19 9 16 22 37 63 142 186 169 144 94 41

16.4

245

17.8

605

22.2

332

27.7

942

NUMBER OF CALENDAR WARNING DAYS 181
NUI’43EROF CALENDAR WARNING DAYS WITH TWO TROPICAL CYCLONES 49

NUMEER OF CALENDAR WARNING DAYS WITH THREE TROPICAL CYCLONES 12

NUM8ER OF CALENDAR WARNING DAYS WITH FOUR TROPICAL CYCLONES 3
I 1

Table 3-4 TROPICAL CYCLONE FORMATION ALERTS FOR THE WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN 1976-1993

TROPICAL TOTAL FALSE PROBABILITY
INITIAL CYCLONES TROPICAL ALARM OF

XEAE WITH TCFA~
1976

J3Aml Rmxlmti
34 25 25 26%

1977 26
100%

20 21 23%
1978 32

95%
27 32

1979
16%

27
84%

23 28 15%
1980 37

82%
28 28 24%

1981 29
100%

28 29 3%
1982 36

96%

26 28 28%
1983 31

93%

25 25 19%
1984 37

100%
30 30 19%

1985 39
100%

26 27 33%
1986 38

96%

27 27 29%
1987 31

100%

24 25 23%
1988 33

96%

26 27 21%
1989 51

96%

32 35 37%
1990 33

91%

30 31 9%
1991 37

97%

29 31 22%
1992

94%
36 32 32 20%

1993 50
100%

35 38 30% 92%
(1976-1993)

EAN : 35.4 27.4 28.8 23% 95%
TOTALS : 637 493 519

* The false alarm rate is the difference between the number of initial TCFA’S and the number of

Tropical Cyclones with TCFAts divided by the number of inital TCFAts and is expressed as a

percentage.
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TROPICAL DEPRESSION 01 W

IOgure 3-01-1 Ttl 01W tipproachcs the island of Mindamm (01 (H)3W Mwch visuul GMS imiigc~ ).

I. HIGHLIGHTS
The first tropical cyclone to occur in the western North Pacific Ocean in 1993, and the first of two

significant tropical cyclones to occur in March, Tropical Depression OIW was :i short-lived sysfem that
required only five warnings. 1( began as a tropical disturbance in the near-e qu:~tori:i]trough southeast of
Palau in the western C:iroline Islands and ended by dissipating over the mount:iinous terrain of
Mind:mao Island in the Philippines.

11.CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
February
280600Z - Tropical Depression ()IW WM first mentioned on the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory
based on convection fl:iring up over a preexisting low-level cyclonic circulation.
281230Z - Persistent convection neiir the circulation center led to lhe issuance of a Tropical Cyclone
Formation Alert.
March
()1000OZ - The initial warning was released based on the first visual satellite image of the day, which
showed improved convective organization and u satellite intensity estirmtte of 25 kt ( 13 nl/see) (Figllre
3-01-1).
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020000Z - The final warning was issued following rapid weakening over the rugged island of Mindanao
in the southern Philippine Islands.
111.IMPACT

Heavy rains near the Mayon volcano, 180 nm (335 km) southeast of Manila, caused mudslides. No
injuries or deaths were reported.
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TROPICAL STORM IRMA (02W)

1. HIGHLIGHTS
The first tropical cyclone to reach tropical storm intensity in the western North Pacific Ocean

during 1993, Irma formed from a strong equatorial westerly wind burst which also generated a twin
tropical cyclone in the Southern Hemisphere - Tropical Cyclone Roger (22P). After moving toward the
southern Mmiana islands for 1()d:iys, lrrmi briefly threatened Guam, moved northetistward and dissipat-

ed.

11.CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
March
060600Z - The disturbance was first mentioned on the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory south of
the Marshall Islands based upon synoptic reports which indicated a weak low-level circulation near the
eastern end of extensive cloudiness associated with the west wind burst.
092330Z - The consolidation of convection near the low-level circulation center led to issuance of a
Tropical Cyclone Forrmtion Alert (TCFA). Post tinalysis of satellite and synoptic dma indicate lm~a
attained tropical depression sttitus tw’odays earlier at 080000Z.
1()()()()()Z- The first warning on Tropical Depression 02 W closely followed the TCFA when a 30 kt (15
m/see) sur~ace wind report was received from Kosme (WMO 91356).
12 1800Z”- As the twin systems moved f~rther apart, Tropical Depression 02W was upgraded to Tropical
Storm Irma based on a satellite intensity estimate of 35 kt (18 m/see).
170600Z - The final warning was issued as Irrmi dissipated in a vertically sheared and stable trade-wind
environment.

III. IMPACT
None. However, an accurate recurvature forecast allowed aircraft positioned at Andersen AFB,

Guam for Tetim Spirit 93 to remain in-pltice.

IV. DISCUSSION
On 08 March 1993, a b:ind of low-level westerlies stretched along the equator from about 1200E

to the international date line. These westerlies were confined to very low latitudes by two near-equator-
ial troughs, one at about 5*N, the other at about 5°S.

At the eastern temlinus of the equatorial westerly flow, two weak cyclonic circultitions, symmet-
rical with respect to the equator, had formed (Figure 3-02-1). A ship report of 30 kt (15 m/see) near the
equator at 155°E indicated that tin equatorial westerly wind burst had commenced. Three days later, on
10 March, the deep convective cloud -- which had been clustered along the equator (Figure 3-02-2) —
began to consolidate into tropical cyclone twins (Figure 3-02-3). (Note: the term, “tropical cyclone
twins”, implies a symmetry with respect to the equator.) By 13 March, the twin tropical cyclones —
Irma in the Northern Hemisphere, and Tropictil Cyclone Roger (22P) in the Southern Hemisphere —
had become mature tropical cyclones heading westward and poleward into their respective hemisphere.
As with other twin-cyclone events, by the time the tropical cyclones had matured, the cloudiness along
the equator had collapsed (Lander, 1990). Roger (22P) and Irma continued an unbroken sequence of the
occurrence of tropical cyclone twins once every year since 1991: Wttlt and Lisa, May 1991; Axel and
Betsy, January 1992; and, Roger (22P) and Irma, Mtirch 1993.
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Flgure3-02-3Tropical cyclone twins Irma andRoger (22P) arc shown (12003(M March infrared GMS imagery).
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TROPICAL DEPRESSION 03W

I. HIGHLIGHTS
The first of two significant tropical cyclones to form in the near-equatorial trough during April,

Tropical Depression 03W moved steadily westward, weakened over the island of Mindanao in the
southern Philippines, and dissipated.

11.CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
April
0606002- The disturbance was first mentioned in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory as an area

of persistent convection near Chuuk in the eastern Caroline Islands.
0823302- The consolidation of convection around the low-level circulation center led to the issuance of
a Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert (TCFA) (Figure 3-03-1 j).
0923302- The TCFA was canceled due to a steady decrease in convection during the previous 24
hours.
1203002- A second TCFA was issued based upon increasing convection over the preexisting low-level
circulation center.
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1218002- Initial warning was issued on Tropical Depression 03W based on ship synoptic wind reports
of 25 kt (13 rn/see).
1400002- Final warning was issued as Tropical Depression 03W weakened over the rugged island of
Mindanao.

111.IMPACT
None.
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TROPICAL DEPRESSION 04W

I. HIGHLIGHTS
A day after Tropical Depression 03W dissipated over Mindanao, Tropical Depression 04W formed

in the near-equatorial trough in the Marshall Islands during a period of enhanced cloudiness associated
with a westerly wind burst along the equator. Like its predecessor, Tropical Depression 03W, this tropi-

cal cyclone tracked westward through the Caroline Islands and over southern Mindanao, where it dissi-
pated (Figure 3-04- 1).

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
April
1506002- The disturbance was first mentioned in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory as a broad
area of persistent convection within the near-equatorial trough.
1819002- A significant increase in central convection led to the issuance of a Tropical Cyclone
Formation Alert (TCFA).
1919002- The TCFA was canceled due to a steady decrease in the amount of convection during the
previous 24 hours.
2002002- A second TCFA was issued based upon increasing convection over the low-level circulation
center and a 20 kt (10 m/see) ship report in the vicinity.
2006002- The f~st warning was released based upon the persistent of a central cloud feature and satel-
lite intensity estimate of 30 kt (15 rrdsec).
2718002- The final warning was issued as the tropical cyclone dissipated over the island of Mindanao
in the Philippines.

111.IMPACT
None.
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TROPICAL STORM JACK (05W)

I. HIGHLIGHTS
The only significant tropical cyclone to occur during May, Tropical Storm Jack developed in

association with an equatorial westerly wind burst (Luther et al., 1983), that involved Tropical Cyclone
27P (Adel) in the Solomon Islands in the Southern Hemisphere. As the maximum cloudiness associated
with the westerly burst decreased, Jack moved steadily northward until 18 May when it turned to the
west. Four days later, the tropical cyclone dissipated west of Saipan.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
May
1406002- The tropical disturbance was first mentioned in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory as
an area of persistent convection to the south of Pohnpei in the eastern Caroline Islands.
1613002- Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert was issued based on the appearance of a ragged central
dense overcast.
1700()()Z - JTWC released the first warning on Tropical Depression 05 W after antilysis of the first d:iy-
light visual satellite imagery tind receiving an intensity estimate of 2S kt (13 IIdSW).

180600Z - Based on tin satellite intensity estimate of 35 kt (18 n]/see), .Jack was upgraded 10 a tropical
storm. (Post analysis indicates Jack most probably became a tropicul storm 42 hours later at X)(K)()()Z. )
2112002- The loss of central convection led JTWC to issue a last warning on the circulation.
220000Z - Reintensification of Jack, as indicated by the appearance of persistent central c{mvec.ti(m.
prompted JTWCto resume warnings (Figure 3-05-1).
~21800Z - JTWC issued its fin~] w:]rning on JL~~k as the ~irCul~tic~[] ~~lssip~t~d jllst w~st [)!’ Sii]ptin dll~ t{)

increased upper-level wind shear.

111.IMPACT
None.

Figure 3-05-1Jack’s convcc[ion reap-
pears jusl to the cas[ of Guam
(22 f)132Z May infrared G,MS
imagery).
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SUPER TYPHOON KORYN (06W)

Figure 3-06-1 Koryn cxhibi[s a large, raggcrl, cloud-free cyc as i[ pa_sscssmnh of l-tong Kong (262333Z June visual NOAA
imagery).

I. HIGHLIGHTS
The first typhoon of the 1993 in western North Pacific, Koryn intensified slowly, taking over a week

to attain minimal typhoon force winds. However, in 24 hours after its winds reached 65 kt (33 m/see),
the tropical cyclone rapidly doubled its intensity to become a super typhoon. After striking northern
Luzon, Koryn entered the south China Sea and passed 90 nm ( 165 km) to the southeast of Hong Kong.
Hong Kong experienced wind gusts to 92 kt (47 rrt/see) and torrential rains (Figure 3-06-1 ).

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
June
13 1800Z”- The disturbance was first mentioned in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory as an area
of persistent convection located in the near equatorial trough in the eastern Caroline Islands.
151800Z - The first warning was issued based on a 25 kt (13 m/see) northwesterly wind at Nukuoro
Atoll (WMO 91425) and a satellite intensity estimate of 25 kt(13 m/see).
170000Z - Based on a satellite intensity estimate of 35 kt (18 m/see), Koryn was upgraded to a tropical
storm.

230000Z - The appearance of a small 10 nm (19 km) diameter eye and the resulting satellite intensity
estimate of 65 kt (33 rn/see) prompted an upgrade of Koryn to a typhoon.
240600Z - Based on a satellite Dvorak intensity estimate of 127 kt (65 m/see), Koryn was upgraded to a
super typhoon.
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280600Z - The final warning was issued on Koryn as it rapidly dissipated over the mountains of north-
ern Vietnam.

HI. IMPACT
The passage of Koryn over Ulithi (WMO 91203) gave the island 5.53 in (140 mm) of rain and

60 kt (31 m/see) winds. While there were no deaths or injuries reported, there was extensive damage to
crops and vegetation as well as some roof damage to structures. In the Philippines on the island of
Luzon, floods and landslides caused by Koryn’s torrential rains left at least 28 people dead. Damage to
crops, infrastructure, homes, and livestock was estimated to be over (U S)$ 14.5 million.

In Hong Kong, at least 183 people were injured, and a freighter, the 12,522-ton Lian Gang, sank
65 nm (120 km) southeast of Hong Kong with the loss of four of the crew. Koryn also lashed the coast
of southern China’s Guangdong Province, killing at least five people. No reports were received from
Vietnam.

IV. DISCUSSION
The disturbance, that was to become Super Typhoon Koryn, first appeared at very low latitude (4”N)

in the eastern Caroline Islands (near 1600E). From this birthplace, the disturbance moved northward,
and then, upon attaining minimal tropical storm intensity, it made a 90-degree turn to the west. Initial
northward motion, with a later turn to the west, has been observed with tropical cyclones that form at
very low latitude in a near-equatorial trough, and, although a physical understanding of why or how the
event takes place is little understood, the opemtional forecaster needs to anticipate its occurrence.

In the process of becoming a super typhoon, Koryn went through a period of rapid intensifica-
tion for a period of 36 hours (22 180(IZ to 240600Z). The fki-mb fall of the central pressure over these
36 hours represents an average pressure fall of 1.83 mb/hr which exceeds the 1.75 mb per hour criteria
established for mpid intensification by Hol}iday and Thompson (1979).

While crossing northern Luzon, Koryn’s weakened 20 kt ( 10 m/see) — from 110 kt (57 m/see)
to 90 kt (46 m/see) — which is well below the expected 45 kt (23 m/see) as discussed in Shoemaker
(1991 ) and Williams et al (1993) (S&W). This maybe due to Koryn’s rapid forward motion of 15 kt (28
km/hr): the fkster the forward motion the less the weakening — a factor found by S&W.
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TROPICAL DEPRESSION 07W

I. HIGHLIGHTS
The final significant tropical cyclone of June, Tropical Depression 07W, was a short-lived system

which formed in the monsoon trough east of Mindanao. After initially tracking northward, Tropical
Depression (I7W turned northwestward, crossed the central Philippines and dissipated (Figure 3-07-1).

11.CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
June
150600Z - The disturbance was first mentioned in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory as an area
of persistent convection within the monsoon trough.
17013 lZ - A Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert was issued following a consolidation of convection near
the circulation center and a 20 kt (10 rnhec) ship report from the 1612002 surface streamline analysis.
170600Z - The first warning was issued based upon satellite intensity estimate of 25 kt (13 rn/see).
200000Z - The significant weakening of TD07W as it crossed the Philippine Islands prompted JTWC to
cease warning on the system.

111.IMPACT
No reports received.

Figure3-07-1Approaching the ccnlral Philippines, TD 07W attains its pak intensity of 30 k[ (15 rn/scc)(l 80530Z June
visual GMS imagery).
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I. HIGHLIGHTS
Forming in the

TYPHOON LEWIS (08W)

Philippine Sea, Typhoon Lewis was the first in a series of five significant tropical
cyclones to occur during July. As it tracked west-northwestward, Lewis made landfall three times, over
the central Philippines, Hainan Dao, and Vietnam, before dissipating over Thailand.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
July
040600Z - Persistent convection within the monsoon trough, east of the Philippine Islands, resulted in
the first mention of the disturbance in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory.
060630Z - A Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert was issued when satellite image animation revealed an
increase in the amount and curvature of the convection.
070000Z - The first warning on Lewis was issued based upon the first daylight satellite image with an
intensity estimate of 25 kt (13 m/see).
08 12(M)Z- Following a synoptic report of 998.9 mb near the circulation center and supported by satellite
intensity estimates, Lewis was upgraded to a tropical storm. Post analysis indicates Lewis most proba-
bly attained tropical storm intensity 12 hours earlier at 080000Z.
1000OOZ - Satellite intensity estimates of 65 kt (33 m/see) resulted in Lewis being upgraded to a
typhoon (Figure 3-08- 1).



1212002- The final warning on Lewis was issued as the tropical cyclone rapidly weakened over the
mountains of Southeast Asia.

III. IMPACT
News releases from Vietnam attributed two deaths, two injuries, and eight people missing to Lewis’

passage. In northeast Thailand, flash floods damaged farmlands and more than 100 roads and bridges as
the remnants of Lewis tracked westward.
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TROPICAL STORM MARIAN (09W)

I. HIGHLIGHTS
Forming within the monsoon trough, Marian tracked northwestward towards northern Luzon,

then took a more northward track before dissipating in the Philippine Sea. Strong, persistent upper-level
winds inhibited development and ultimately led to Tropical Storm Marian’s dissipation.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
July
1119002- A persistent convection embedded in the monsoon trough in the western Caroline Islands
was first mentioned in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory
1208002- A Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert (TCFA) was issued following an increase in convective
organization (Figure 3-09- 1). Because the tropical disturbance was slow to develop, the TCFA with
reissued 24 hours later.
1312002- Rapidly improving convective organization resulted in a satellite intensity estimate of 25 kt
(13 m/see) which prompted JTWC to issue the first warning.
1400002- Based upon a satellite intensity estimateof35kt(18 rn/see), Marian was upgraded to tropical

Figure 3-09-1 Marian, which is slowly in[cmifying, qqmxwhcs tic island of Yap (12W2SZ July ~’isualGMS imagery).
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TYPHOON NATHAN (1OW)

I. HIGHLIGHTS
After passing through the central Mariana Islands, Nathan interacted with a monsoon gyre which

had formed in the Philippine Sea. Approaching the SW-NE oriented cloud band associated with the
monsoon gyre, Nathan turned to the north to occupy a position at the northeastern end of that cloud
band. From this position, Nathan accelerated rapidly (northward at firs~ then tending more northwest-
erly); and, breaking free of the monsoon cloud band, raced across southwestern Japan. Later, it entered
the Sea of Japan, where it slowed in forward speed and dissipated. Operationally, Nathan was most
notable for it’s impact on Exercise Tandem Thrust in the Mariana Islands and it’s rapid acceleration
towards Japan. JTWC forecasts were hampered by the inability of the NOGAPS model to simultaneous-
ly handle a cutoff low south of Kyushu as Nathan rapidly approached Japan.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
July
170600Z - An area of persistent convection within the monsoon trough, northwest of Pohnpei, resulted
in the first mention of the disturbance in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory.
190200Z - An increase in both the amount and curvature of the convection east of the Mariana Islands,
led to issuance of a Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert.
191 200Z - Consolidation of central cloudiness and the resulting satellite intensity estimate of 25 kt (13

m/see) prompted the first warning. Post analysis of satellite and synoptic data indicated that the forma-
tion of the tropical depression most probably occurred 12 hours earlier at 190000Z.
200000Z - Based upon a satellite intensity estimate of 35 kt ( 18 m/see), Nathan was upgraded to a tropi-
cal storm+
240600Z - The appearance of a ragged, cloud-filled eye and a satellite intensity estimate of 77 kt (40

m/see) led to Nathan’s upgrade to a typhoon.
251200Z - The final warning was issued on Nathan as it dissipated in the Sea of Japan.

III. IMPACT
The approach of Tropical Storm Nathan towards Saipan and Tinian in the central Mariana Islands

hindered operations during Exercise Tandem Thrust.

IV. DISCUSSION
During the latter half of July 1993, the monsoon circulation of the western North Pacific became

organized as a monsoon gyre (see definition in Appendix A and Figure 3-10-1). The monsoon gyre of
July 1993 was associated with the formation of two and the motion of three very small tropical
cyclones: Nathan, Ofelia (11W), and Percy (12W). Fortuitous y, the OffIce of Naval Research and the
Naval Postgraduate School were conducting a mini-field experiment, Tropical Cyclone Motion 1993
(TCM-93) (see Harr et al., 1993 for details), during the lifetime of this monsoon gyre. In support of
TCM-93, an Air Force Reserve WC-130 weather reconnaissance aircraft from the 815th Weather
Squadron was deployed to Guam to obtain measurements in and around tropical cyclones in the western
North Pacific.

By 21 July, an independent large-scale cyclonic vortex had formed in the tropics of the western
North Pacific. This vortex and its accompanying low-pressure area moved westward over the next 10
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days, and influenced the motion of Nathan, Ofelia (1 lW), and Percy (12W). In each case, the tropical
cyclone emerged from the downstream head of the monsoon cloud band, escaped from the gyre circula-
tion and followed a “north-oriented” track (.JMA, 1976) over Japan. Noted by Harr et al. (1993), each
storm formed westward of the previous storm as the monsoon gyre drifted westward (Figure 3-10-2).
By the first of August 1993, the monsoon gyre had merged with the low-pressure area over the Asian
land mass.

During the westward migration of the July 1993 monsoon gyre, a successful forecast of sequential
tropical cyclone development (each predicted to form to the west of the one prior) in the northeastern
quadrant of the monsoon gyre was made by the TCM-93 forecast team in conjunction with JTWC fore-
casters. Three aircraft missions were flown during the period of genesis and intensification of the sec-
ond gyre-related tropical cyclone, Ofelia (see Harr et al., 1993). The TCM-93 data set may provide a

means to examine the mechanisms leading to the formation of midget or very small tropical cyclones in
the peripheral cloud band of a monsoon gyre.
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a)
@

MONSOONGYRE

30W

2@N

Figure3-10-1De@ction of a monsoon gyre. a) Schematic illustration of a
monsoon gyre’s cloudiness and pressure. Solid black cloud silhoue~
represent areas of deep convective, srngle fiiaments indhxte cirrus orienta-
tion and the circle depicts the region of large-scale lowest surface pressure
surrounding the center (dot) of the monsoon gyre. b) Surface pressure
~alysis for 240600Z July of Nathan embedded in a monsoon gyre.
Pressuremntoursareevery4 mb with areas of 10D4mb or less hatched.
c) 2WOOOZJuly infrared GMS image of Nathan and cloudiness associated
with a monsoon gyre.
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(a) m 9 (c)

...
‘...,N

Figure 3-10-2 Illustration of the west-northwes[ward movement of rhe monsoon gyre of July 1993. a) The 1008, 1008, 1006
and 1004 mb contour of sea-level pressure (SLP)at 062 July 21, 22, 23 and 24 respectively. b) The 1006 mb contour of SLP at
062 July 25,26 and 27. c) The 1006 mb contourof SLP at 0672 July 28,29,30 and 31. Dots show 062 positionof Nathan(N),
Ofelia (0) and Percy (P) which showon each panel.
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TROPICAL STORM OFELIA (llW)

Figure 3-11-1 ofclia with a rapidly developing CIX) begins its separation from the mon..oon cloud band (250531Z July visual GMS —
imagery).

1. HIGHLIGHTS
Forming in association with a monsoon gyre, Ofelia was the only system not to attain typhoon

intensity during July. Ofelia was of interest due to its unusually rapid initial development and small size
(Figure 3-11- 1). Because of TCM-93, valuable additional data from Air Force aircraft weather recon-
naissance describing this tropical cyclone were available to JTWC forecasters.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
July
240600Z - The disturbance was first mentioned in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory as an area
of persistent convection in the Philippine Sea.
242200Z - A Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert was issued based upon the first daylight visual satellite
image showing a well organized exposed low-level circulation center.

250600Z - Due to the unusually rapid growth of a central dense overcast (CDO) over the low-level cir-
culation center, the first warning was issued for a tropical storm. Post analysis indicated that Ofelia
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most probably reached tropical storm intensity at 2509002.

2800002- The final warning was issued as Ofelia dissipated over the Sea of Japan.

III. IMPACT
No reports received.
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TYPHOON PERCY (12W)

I. HIGHLIGHTS
The final significant tropical cyclone to spin out of a monsoon gyre, Typhoon Percy, also fol-

lowed a north-oriented track towards Japan. Forming in the Philippine Sea, Percy briefly attained
typhoon intensity, but was most notable for it’s rapid acceleration towards Japan after passing near
Okinawa (Figure 3-12-1).

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
July
2606002- An area of persistent convection, which separated from a large area of deep convection asso-
ciated with converging monsoonal flow into Tropical Storm Ofelia (11W), resulted in the first mention
of the disturbance in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory.
2706002- A Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert was issued as monsoonal wind flow across the
Philippine Sea enhanced convection associated with the disturbance.
2718002- The first warning was issued based upon a consolidation of convection near the circulation
center and a satellite intensity estimate of 25 kt (13 m/see).
2806002- Based upon a synoptic report, which indicated 25 kt (13 m/see) southerly winds located 60
nm (111 km) horn the circulation center, Percy was upgraded to a tropical storm.
291200Z - The appearance of a cloud filled eye and the resulting satellite intensity estimate of 65 kt (33

rrdsec) prompted the upgrade to a typhoon.
3012002- The final warning was issued on Percy as it dissipated in the Sea of Japan.

III. IMPACT
The highest reported wind gusts on Okinawa — 49 kt (25 tisec) — occurred at Naha (WMO

47936). Later, Amami, Japan (WMO 47909), in the northern Ryukyu Islands, reported maximum wind
gusts of 69 kt (36 m/see). No reports of damage were received.
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Ngure3-12-1Percy brushes by Okinawa (290424Z July visual GMS imagery).
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TYPHOON ROBYN (13W)

Figure 3-13-1 Typhoon Robyn with its associated rain and monsoon somhwesterly winds churns north-
westward towards Ryukyu Islands (052224Z August visual GMS Imagery).

I. HIGHLIGHTS
The sixth and final tropical cyclone of July, Robyn, formed in the near equatorial trough in the east-

ern Caroline Islands. This typhoon was notable for its large size, and for the fact that it was one of three
to impact both Okinawa and Sasebo, Japan in 1993. Data from a WC-130 weather reconnaissance air-
craft flying in support of TCM-93 were used to support tracking and forecasting.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
July
300600Z - An area of persistent convection in the near equatorial trough resulted in the first mention of
the disturbance in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory..
31 1300Z - A Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert was issued based on indications from animated satellite
imagery, synoptic reports and weather reconnaissance observations that a cyclonic circulation was
developing.
August
0112002- The first warning was issued based on a satellite intensity estimateof25kt(13 ntisec).
020600Z - Based on a satellite intensity estimate of 35 kt(18 m/see), Robyn was upgraded to a tropical

storm, about 250 nm (463 km) northwest of Chuuk.
030600Z - Based on a satellite intensity estimate of 65 kt (33 rn/see), Robyn was upgraded to a typhoon.
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Post analysis of subsequent satellite and aircraft data indicated that the system most probably reached
typhoon intensity at 040000Z.
0808352- The JTWC transferred warning responsibility for Robyn to the AJTWC at Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii after an 8.1 magnitude earthquake centered near Guam interrupted power and communications
at JTWC.
0821 30Z - The JTWC resumed warning responsibility.
101 800Z - The final warning was issued on Robyn as it rapidly weakened and transitioned into an extra-
tropical low.

III. IMPACT
As Robyn moved southwest of Guam, it provided some relief for the drought-stricken island.

Typhoon Robyn caused Condition of Readiness (COR) 1 to be set at Ulithi and Yap. JTWC forecasters
expected the system to turn northward, but that the timing could not be determined accurately enough to
keep Yap from setting COR 1. After passing to the north of Ulithi and Yap, Robyn (Figure 3-13-1)
headed for the Ryukyu Islands. Kadena AB, on Okinawa evacuated aircraft and went to COR 1 at
080300Z. Peak winds recorded on Okinawa were 43 kt (22 m/see). Subsequently, Robyn tracked
across Kyushu, causing the Naval Station at Sasebo, Japan to set COR 1. As Robyn passed just west of
the Sasebo, a ship in the harbor, the MV Maersk Constellation, reported sustained winds of 60-65 kt
(31-33 m/see) and a barometric pressure of 973 mb at 0918002. The ship’s pressure fell to a minimum
of 969.0 mb at 092200Z. During the ordeal, the ship dragged anchor for half a mile across the harbor.
In contrast, the Sasebo weather station which is sheltered by hills only reported maximum sustained
winds of 40-48 kt (21-25 m/see) with gusts to 60 la (3 lm/see). Later, as Robyn passed though the
Korea Strait, it created 20-35 ft (6.1 -10.7 m) waves on the southern coast of Korea. Coastal wave dam-
age and agricultural losses due to flooding amounted to more than (US)$68 million. Of the over 45
storm-related deaths, press reports indicated 39 resulted from automobile accidents attributed to the tor-
rential rains.

IV. DISCUSSION
The JTWC-based, month-long TCM-93 was in progress when Robyn began developing. The exper-

iment team was using a WC-130 weather reconnaissance aircraft to test hypotheses involving sub-syn-
optic and mesoscale effects on tropical cyclone motion. In the case of Robyn, the team planned to test
the hypothesis of Holland and Lander (H&L) (1993) that large mesoscale convective systems (MCS)
embedded in the tropical cyclone circulation can cause meanders in tropical cyclone tracks on the order
of 100 km over a period of 1-2 days. H&L’s physical explanation for this is that an MCS develops suf-
ficient vorticity, allowing it to rotate cyclonically with the tropical cyclone about a centroid between the
two, in a manner similar to that observed during a Fujiwhara (or binary) interaction between two inde-
pendent tropical cyclones. At 12302 on the night of 03 August, a band of convection began to build
about 100 nm (185 km) north of Robyn’s central dense overcast (CDO). In two hours, a portion of the
band had explosively expanded into a large elliptical MCS of comparable size to Robyn’s CDO (Figure
3-1 3-2). Over the 9-hour period from 03 1500Z to 040000Z, the large MCS rapidly moved 300 nm (555
km) westward (from an initial location to the north of Robyn to a later position to the northwest of
Robyn), at a speed of 34 kt (63 km/hr). During the same 9-hour period, Robyn slowed in forward speed
from 13 kt (24 km/hr) to 6 kt (11 km/hr). After the MCS moved to the west side of Robyn, the
typhoon’s track, at least in the animated satellite imagery, appeared to cease all westward movement,
take a small dip to the south, and then reverse direction, heading to the north and then the northwest.
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This abrupt track change required less than 6 hours. The sequence of events concerning Typhoon Robyn
are discussed in more detail in Harr et. al (1993).

Another plausible explanation for the unusual motion of Robyn has been postulated by Carr and

Elsberry (C&E) (1994), who atrnbuted the behavior to the interaction of Robyn with a large “monsoon
gyre” located to its west. In sensitivity studies using a barotropic model, C&E were able to duplicate the
character of Robyn’s abrupt track changes — westward motion followed by an abrupt change to north-
ward or northwestward motion. Figure 3-13-3 illustrates the sudden track changes exhibited by 6 “tropi-
cal cyclones in 1990. It is conceivable that both the MCS and monsoon gyre mechanisms may have
been working in tandem to produce Robyn’s abrupt track change.

135°E 155oE

“0Nm20”N

I ’0’”:4

Figure3-13-2 Graphic representation of the observed cold cloudi-
ness associated with Robyn’s CDO and an MCS. Solid black cloud
silhouettes represent areas of coldest convective tops, outer con-
tours shows regions of dense cirrus overcast. (Adapted from
0315312 August enhanced infrared GMS imagery.)

Figure3-13-3 A composite of 3-4 day track segments
around sudden below-the-ridge track changes for 6 tropical
in 1990 (from Carr and Elaberry,1994).

centered
cyclones
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TYPHOON STEVE (14W)

~ure 3-14-1 To the northwest of Guam, Steve continues to slowly intensify (08’23312 August visusl GMS imagery).

I. HIGHLIGHTS
Forming in the wake of, Robyn (13W), Steve became the second tropical cyclone of August.

Despite the appearance of strong upper-level westerly wind shear from Robyn’s outflow, Steve was able
to attain minimal typhoon intensity. Later, however, the typhoon was subjected to strong easterly shear
and rapidly dissipated over the open ocean south of Okinawa.

I. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
August
030600Z - The tropical disturbance was first mentioned on the Significant Tropical Weather advisory as
an area of persistent convection enhanced by a surge in the southwest monsoon.
051300Z - The appearance of a developing cyclonic circulation on the animated cloud irnageW prompt-
ed the issuance of a Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert.
060000Z - The first warning was issued based on the improved organization of the convection as
viewed on the the first visual satellite image of the day.
070000Z - Steve was upgraded to tropical storm intensity based on improved convective organization
and the resulting 35-kt (13-m/see) satellite intensity estimate.
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080835Z - Warning responsibility transferred to the Alternate Joint Typhoon Warning Center at Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii after an 8.1 magnitude earthquake near Guam temporarily knocked out power and com-
munications.
08 1800Z - Warning responsibility returns to JTWC.
1006OOZ- Steve was upgraded to typhoon intensity based on the appearance of a cloud-filled eye.
121800Z - The final warning was issued on Steve following rapid dissipation over water in an environ-
ment featuring strong upper-level easterly winds.

III. IMPACT
Tropical Storm Steve caused Saipan and Tinian to go to Condition of Readiness (COR) 1. Saipan

recorded sustained winds of 45 kt (23 m/see) with gusts to 60 kt (31 rdsec) and experienced extensive
flooding on the island due to heavy rains on 8 August. The large PACOM combined exercise, TAN-
DEM THRUST, was prematurely ended when troops prepositioned on the island of Tinian were evacu-
ated and a planned amphibious assault of the island was canceled due Steve’s approach.

IV. DISCUSSION
As Steve developed and moved westward, it came under the upper-level outflow of Typhoon Robyn

(13W). Despite the appearance of strong upper-level wind shear, Steve managed to continue to slowly
intensify. As Robyn moved northwestward toward the Ryukyu Islands, the upper-level shear appeared
to weaken as Steve slowly intensified (Figure 3-14-1). On the afternoon of 10 August, Steve was
upgraded to typhoon intensity and coincidently made a track change from westward to northwestward.
After reaching minimal typhoon intensity, Steve began to weaken apparently in association with the
establishment of northeasterly flow aloft. This flow became established as Robyn recurved into midlati-
tudes and a large upper-level anticyclone formed east of Japan.

It is interesting to note that Steve intensified slowly in an environment that featured upper-level
westerly winds, but weakened rapidly in an environment that featured upper-level northeasterly winds.
A closer look at these two upper-level wind regimes follows.

a. Intensification despite westerly wind shear — Steve comes under the influence of the outflow
from Typhoon Robyn. The fact that Steve is able to maintain a central dense overcast (CDO), suggests
that the system’s own outflow is able to hold its own against that of Robyn’s, thus deflecting the wester-
ly winds and preventing the shear from reaching the central core. It is suggested that in order for Steve
to survive, its outflow has to maintain a buffer sufficient to keep the westerly winds from disrupting the
vertical structure of the core of the storm. The deflection of the westerly upper-level winds around
Steve’s cloud system may not be as difficult as it would appear at first glance. The wind at 200 mb near
Robyn was strongly cyclonic for a radius of several hundred miles. Thus, the upper-level westerly
winds (as indicated by the orientation of the cirrus cloud plumes) in the vicinity of Steve — located
downstream from Robynk outflow to the east — were probably relatively high and relatively shallow.
The thinness of the ambient cirrus is further evidence that the upper-level westerly flow over Steve was
relatively high ( at the 200-mb pressure height and higher) and shallow (confined between the 200-mb
level upward to just above the tropopause). The relatively straight-line westerly winds from the high-
level outflow streaming from Robyn and across the region of Steve lasted for three days (5-7 August) in
the manner illustrated in the model in Figure 3-14-2a. There was a gradual shrinking of the convection
in response to the shear during those three days (Figure 3-14-3a). By 8 August, the upper-level flow
had become strongly diffluent in the region of Steve, flowing northward into a cell in the TUTT to the
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northwestof Steve, and turning anticyclonicallyintostrongeasterliessouthof Steve. This dffiuentpat-

ternisillustratedin the synopticmodel in Figure3-14-2b. Steve was thus placed in an area of maxi-
mum anticyclonic cunature which not only reduced the shear above the storm, but also placed Steve in
a region of upper-level divergence — two factors commonly believed to be favorable for intensification.
While all the shear was probably not eradicated, it was sufficiently reduced for a long-enough period of
time to allow Steve to survive, and to grow in size and intensity as illustrated by the size of the cirrus
shield in Figure 3- 14-3b.

a. b.

Figure3-14-2 A model of upper-level streamlines based on composite 200-mb winds and cimts plume orienta-
tions taken from satellite imagery associated with Robyn (13W) and Steve (a) Composite for 5 through 7
AUSUSL(b) Composite for 8 through 10 AugusL (c) Composite for 10 and 11 AugusL and (d) Composite for
12 and 13 August. Solid black dot= the location of Robyn srtd tropical cyclone symbol = Steve.

b. Weakening with Strong Upper-Level Easterly Winds — In this case, the ambient flow is deep and
non-dlffluent easterly with speed increasing with height (Figure 3- 14-2c and d). The easterly winds also
act to block any outflow to the poleward side of the storm. The result is no intensification and eventual
weakening. It is common to observe the decoupling of the convection and the low-level circulation,
with the convection going in one direction and the exposed low-level circulation center going in anoth-
er, as was observed with Steve. While subjected to strong upper-level northeasterly wind (later veering
to easterly), the size of Steve’s cirrus shield rapidly shrank (F@re 3- 14-3c). Steve could not maintain
its vertical structure against easterly winds aloft.

c. Rules of Thumb — 1) Upper-level westerly or southwesterly winds from a tropical cyclone can
create a downstream en~imnment to the east that is favorable for the development or intensification of
another tropical cyclone, despite the appearance (on satellite imagery) of strong westerly shear across
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thedownstream tropicalcyclone.The upper-levelwesterlywinds aregenerallyina shallowlayer,high,

and stronglydiffluent.Convection isfavoredat the locahon of the second (ordownstream) tropical

cycloneasa quasi-stationarytroughamplifiesintheupper-levelflow between thetwo tropicalcyclones.

2) In contrast, strong easterly or northeasterly upper-level winds across a tropical cyclone tend to shear
away the convection leaving the low-level circulation center exposed.

.-
050000Z 0512002 060000Z 061200Z 0700002 071200Z

●“2. .7

061500Z
0900002 0914002 1000002 10I2OOZ

1105002 1112002 120200Z 121200Z 130000Z 1312oaz

Figure3-14-3 Illustration depicting the size snd shape of Steve’s cimts canopy from 5 to 13 August: (a) unidirectional
westerly winds alof~ (b) highly diffluent west winds alof~ and (c) unidirectional easterlywinds aloft. Black areas =
densecirrus overcastand dashed lines = the extent of thin cirrus.
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TROPICAL DEPRESSION 15W

I. HIGHLIGHTS
Forming near the international date line, Tropical Depression 15W was hindered by persistent upper-

level wind shear resulting in a short-lived system which, like Tropical Depression 01W earlier, required
only five warnings (Figure 3-15-1).

IL CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
August
121800Z - When the convection associated with the disturbance increased, the Significant Tropical
Weather Advisory was reissued to include the disturbance as a fair suspect area.
130300Z - A Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert was issued following an increase in convective orgarti-
zationo
131200z - Based on a satellite intensity estimate of 25 kt (13 rn/see), JTWC issued the fmt warning.
141800Z - The final warning was issued as the depression dissipated due to persistent upper level shear
which left behind an exposed low-level circulation.

III. IMPACT
None.

Figure3-1S-1Convectionassociatedwith TD lSW is persistent but remains poorly organized (140231Z
August visual GMS image@.
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TYPHOON TASHA (16W)

Figure3-16-1AsTasha passes north of Manil~ bands of deep convection cover the island of Luzon (1723312 August visual GMS
imagery.)

I. HIGHLIGHTS
Forming within the monsoon trough near Chuuk in the central Caroline Islands, Tasha was the

fourth significant tropical cyclone of August. Tasha intensifkd slowly, but steadily, as it tracked north-
westward across the Philippine Sea and into the South China Sea where it briefly threatened Hong
Kong.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
August
1218002- The disturbance was first mentioned in the Significant Tropical Weather Advisory as an area
of persistent convection embedded within the monsoon trough.
1308002- The first Tropical Cyclone Formation Alert (TCFA) was issued based on an increase in con-
vection.
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1408002- While the disturbance did not intensify significantly during the first TCFA, conditions
remained favorable for development, and a second TCFA was issued.
1500002- The first warning was issued based on gradient-level winds of 31 kt (16 m/see) at Koror
(WMO 91408).
1612002- Based upon increased convective curvature and a satellite intensity estimate of 35 kt (18
rrdsec), Tasha was upgraded to a tropical storm.
1906002- Following a satellite intensity estimate of 65 kt (33 rn/see) which also indicated that upper-
level shear had abated, Tasha was upgraded to a typhoon.
2200002- The final warning was issued as the tropical cyclone dissipating over land in southern China.

III. IMPACT
Flooding from heavy rains associated with Tasha (Figure 3-16-1) as it passed north of Luzon, forced

21,000 people to evacuate homes in low-lying areas in Manila.
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